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Jonelle Csora was named the 
OVC pitcher of the week for 
the fourth time earlier this 
week. She also received 
player of die week honors. 
Find out how the women's' 
softball team is doing this 
season. sM 
Ksvtn MaitirvProgr— 
KrtsMns WaM, toft, wft leava her fob as a departmental secretary tomorrow. 
She says she wM make more money staying at home with her two chHdren 
Secretary: No 
profit from pay 
BY SABAH HEAMCY  
Managing adKor 
Tm really working for noth- 
ing." 
In a time when money is tight 
for most and the nation is experi- 
encing a recession, one Eastern 
secretary has come to the realiza- 
tion mat working costs her more 
than not working. 
Kristina Wall, secretary for the 
department of correctional and 
juvenile justice studies, put in her 
formal resignation on March 29. 
Her last day at a job she loves, is 
tomorrow. Wall says she has no 
choice but to quit to protect her 
family's savings. 
Wall, the mother of two chil- 
dren ages 1 and 4, realized quick- 
ly that the cost of childcare for 
her two children while she 
worked full-time was costing 
more than she was being paid. 
At $8.65 an hour. Wall brings 
hoaae a little over $400 a week 
after taxes. But since she was 
easily spending $450 every two 
weeks on just childcare and gas, 
she was going in the bole about 
$50aweek. 
"I tried to sacrifice maybe hav- 
ing less childcare in Pulaski 
County and my children staying 
with my mom all week and me 
not being with them just so I 
could work, but for nothing,* Wall 
said. Tm really working for noth- 
ing." 
Statistics confirm that child- 
care will most likely be the 
biggest expenditure a parent will 
make. A 1995 U.S. Census 
Bureau report stated that families 
with employed mothers of 
preschool children spend an aver- 
age of $74 a week 
In Kentucky, a report by the 
Children's Defense Fund stated 
that in 2001 childcare for a 4-year- 
old in an urban area cost $4368 a 
year. The younger the child is. 
► Inside 
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Hi: 76 
Low: 50 
Conditions: 
Mostly sunny 
SAT 
Showers 
PM showers 
Scattered showers 
Reminder 
I Appointments for 
campus-wide room 
changes begin Monday. 
the more expensive the childcare 
will be. 
Another issue facing working 
mothers at Eastern is the lack of 
childcare availability. 
There's no place in Madison 
County a one-year-old and a four- 
year-old could be placed without 
a massive waiting list" Wall said. 
"I would have to split them up. 
There's no place in Estill Co., 
Fayette Co., Pulaski Co. or Laurel 
Co. I called everywhere." 
Wall came to work at Eastern 
almost immediately after graduat- 
ing high school in 1997. After 
marrying her husband, Brian, in 
June 1997. her first child Tyler 
was born in March 1998. 
Her husband works at Alcan 
Aluminum in Berea and the fami 
fy resides in Berea. 
Wall worked in the registra- 
tion office, but moved into the 
position of senior secretary for 
the College of Justice & Safety in 
1996. After two years in that posi- 
tion, she sought higher pay after 
the birth of her second child, 
Preston. She was hired to her 
current position in 2001. 
Wall also pointed out the fami- 
ly health insurance available to 
Eastern employees is much too 
expensive for her to maintain. 
"My insurance here is free and 
I only use it for myself, and then I 
don't use it because my hus- 
band's insurance at his job is only 
$65 a month for the whole fami- 
ly," Wall said. "And his is better, 
the deductibles are less, the pre- 
scriptions less, everything is 
less." 
Wall also realized that she has 
put her No. 1 goal of completing 
her education aside for almost 
five years. At first, she thought 
working at Eastern would give 
her an extra boost to "working 
her way up" the education ladder. 
"Eastern gives you (employ- 
See PAY, A10 
Shower 
toFD®wers 
BYGMAVMLE 
Nafta by Ktvm HaMnofMi 
DaryN Mamjarrl waters flowars Wednesday momtng at the campus greenhouse*. Maggard and James 
Comett an raaponatoto tor planting around 30 thousand plants on campus a year. 
Campus beauty year-long task 
The two do much more than just play in dirt. 
Some seeds must be hand sewn into the dirt 
rather than just put in a pot Plants must be fertil- 
ized and watered regularly. Then, when the 
foliage gets bigger, plants must be rotated and 
moved regularly so they can breathe. The two 
men perform transplants on the seeds as well — 
they move them from the origi- 
nal boxes into trays after germi- 
nation. Finally, the plants are 
moved out to the beds and trans- 
planted in the sofl of campus. 
"We plant close to 30 or 40 
thousand plants per year," 
Maggard said They start from 
seeds and we watch them as 
they grow. Then we transplant 
them" 
The men can tell you any- 
thing you want to know about 
flowers or the flower beds on 
campus. For instance, Cornett 
remembers what each of the Eastern First 
Ladies has requested in the presidential flower 
beds. 
"Mrs. Funderburk wanted anything that was 
pink. She loved pink. Any of the flowers that 
went in Mrs. Kustra's flower garden had to be 
white," Cornett said. 
Cornett said he hadn't heard if President 
Joanne Glasser had anything in particular she 
wanted to see line her walkways and garden, but 
See GREEN, A10 
NawaadHor 
There's an old saying that April showers bring 
May flowers. With all the rain we've seen in tins 
first week, we should see plentiful results. At 
Eastern, H isn't the rain but James Cornett and 
Daryfl Maggard who bring all 
flowers to our campus. 
"These flowers are ready to 
go out on campus," Cornett 
said Monday, pointing to the 
plants he and his fellow gar- 
dening expert have raised in 
one of the Eastern greenhous- 
es. "We're just waiting for the 
tulip bulbs to come out, and 
then well place the annuals in 
until fall. Then in the fall, well 
put the mums in" 
And then the process will 
start all over again. 
For Cornett and Maggard, there is no break 
during the year. Keeping the Campus Beautiful 
beautiful is a year long task. 
"We get a month of idle time in January," 
Cornett said "February is when we start seeding 
again." 
There are nearly 50 beds on campus that the 
dynamic planting duo will tear up and re-plant 
Derby weekend Cornett said he and Maggard 
try to have campus looking its best at graduation 
time, then again in the fall to welcome students. 
Student 
Senate: 
Lower 
GPAs 
ROGERS 
Nearly a month ago, the 
Student Senate voted not to tower 
GPA requirements for representa- 
tives on the Senate and the newly 
formed bodies of the Student Life 
and Residence Life councils. 
But Tuesday night, the Senate 
voted again, and this time 
reversed its decision. 
Under the proposal, represen- 
tatives on the councils and Senate 
would have to meet the minimum 
GPA requirement for graduation 
— 2.0. 
The 2.5 GPA required for offi- 
cers, like the president and vfce 
presidents, would not change. 
The SGA currently requires a 
2.5 for its representatives. 
After the SGA voted on the 
issue for die first time March 12, 
some senators expressed concern 
that not all senators had the 
opportunity to vote because they 
were absent, or express their 
views before the vote was taken. 
So the proposal, introduced the 
first time by Senator Beth 
Schmidt, was re-introduced to the 
Senate last week by freshman 
senator Lance Melching. 
But because the Senate's April 
2 meeting was cut short by a 
mandatory meeting for SGA can- 
didates at 6 p.m., the motion was 
tabled. 
This week the motion was 
brought off the table for a final 
vote. 
The proposal was met with 
more support the second time 
around 
Senator Matt Horn, who had 
initially expressed reservations 
about towering the requirement, 
said Tuesday be believed that any 
member of the student body 
should be able to run. Every 
Eastern student is considered a 
See GPA, A10 
Faculty Regent results 
A runoff wiB be required to 
determine who will serve as the 
next faculty regent. The final 
two candidates, determined by 
election results finalized yester- 
day, will be Pam Schlomann 
and Malcolm Frisbie. In order 
to win the election, candidates 
must have a majority of votes 
cast. Election chair Charlie 
Everett said new ballots wffl be 
due April 19. 
Eastern 'crossing fingers' for last-minute funds 
BY SARAH HEAJCY 
Managing aditor 
Several Eastern officials hope 
that when the legislature meets in 
an attempt to pass a state budget 
on April 15, a last minute arrange- 
ment might send a little extra 
money to university capital build- 
ing projects. 
Director of Judicial Affairs and 
Disabilities Services and State 
Rep. Harry Moberly said that it 
was unclear as of Tuesday 
whether or not there would be 
any capital construction money at 
all. Moberly is the chair of the 
House Appropriations and 
Revenue Committee. 
"If there is some construction 
money, there's at least some pos- 
sibility that we would get some 
for the business and technology 
center," Moberly said. "The 
amount or how much would still 
be in question." 
Moberly added that if a state 
budget is not passed on April 15, 
then Governor Paul Patton may 
have to call a special session. In a 
special session, the governor con- 
trols more of the agenda than the 
General Assembly does. 
"He could give us a budget and 
cause us to vote up or down with- 
out having the possibility of 
amending it," Moberly said. 
But he hopes that an agree- 
ment can be reached and a bud- 
get passed next week He said the 
new budget period doesn't start 
until July 1, so as long as the leg- 
Projects put on hold 
These and several other projects were included in Eastern's initial 
request for state funds to the Kentucky legislature. But with no 
capital project in this year's state budget, these proposals will not 
receive funding. 
E&G life safety Begley Elevator 
$750,000 
Upgrade academic computing 
$1,000,000 
Upgrade administrative computing system 
$1,100,000 
Expand indoor tennis facility 
$1,000,000 
Source:www.lrc.Mate.ky.ui 
islature has a budget by June 30, 
it should not adversely affect the 
state. 
"In discussions we're having 
between the House and the 
Senate, I think there's a feeling 
that there may be some possibili 
Eun-Young You/Progrsss 
ty that we'll have a budget by 
Monday." Moberly said. 
Jim Clark, vice president of 
government relations, also hoped 
that some extra money might be 
allotted for capital projects at 
Eastern. 
"Until they're finished, we're 
going to hope that we can get 
some money for the business and 
technology building and for the 
renovation of Donovan-Mattox, 
too. Well just keep our fingers 
crossed and see what happens." 
Clark said that the state budget 
does not allot any money for capi- 
tal building projects over the next 
two years. 
"It's a bask dollar continuation 
budget for the next biennium," 
Clark said. That's the term I 
would use on operating and capi- 
tal (budgets) both. It's a dollar 
continuation." 
The total cost of the business 
and technology center is estimat- 
ed at $40 million to $45 million. In 
the 2000 legislative session, the 
General Assembly gave Eastern 
$14 million to begin Phase I on 
the new building. 
College of Business and 
Technology Dean Robert Rogow 
said on Jan. 29 that Phase I con- 
struction win begin some time this 
spring. The building win be locat- 
ed in an area behind Keene Hall. 
Once the new Department of 
Criminal Justice Building is com- 
pleted this summer, Mattox Hall. 
used to house trainees since 
December 1996, will be released 
back to the university. Plans have 
been proposed to renovate 
Donovan Annex and Mattox Hall 
and move the College of 
Education into the buildings. 
Eastern's initial request for 
state money to fund capital type 
projects included several items 
that will now be put on the back 
burner. The proposal included an 
elevator for the Begley Building, 
upgrading academic and adminis- 
trative computing systems, reno- 
vating and expanding the PresneU 
Building and expanding the 
indoor tennis facility. 
Vice President of Financial 
Affairs Ken Johnston said there is 
link chance these projects win be 
implemented with the current 
state budget 
"In our initial request we made 
some requests for capital type 
budgets, but the budget that was 
submitted by the governor and is 
being considered by the legisla- 
ture really hasn't considered any 
of the capital needs," Johnston 
said. 
Johnston added the tennis 
court expansions weren't a partic- 
ular high priority to begin with, 
but that "it is a desire, but it would 
be somewhere down the list." 
Johnston explained that a tot of 
the items placed in die initial pro- 
posal are to provide for contingen- 
cies and to have money set aside 
in case the opportunity arises to 
fulfill a capital project need. 
Also on die initial proposal was 
a request for $8,250,000 to replace 
Brockton student housing. 
Johnston said Eastern will still 
have the ability to issue agency 
bonds to fund housing needs like 
Brockton and Greek Row. 
. 
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► News Briefs 
Church and state 
discussion tonight 
Barry Lynn, a national radio 
and television guest, will 
address the topic of separation 
of church and state tonight at 
7:30 p.m. in Room 116 of the 
Moore Building. 
The lecture is part of the year- 
long Chautauqua series on human 
rights. 
Band Concert tonight 
The Eastern Concert Band will 
play in a concert at 8 p.m. tonight 
in Brock Auditorium. 
Rascall Flatts tonight 
in Alumni Coliseum 
Rascal Flatts, a chart-topping 
country music group, will play in 
a concert at 9 p.m. tonight in 
Alumni Coliseum. Tickets are 
$5 for students, $7 for 
faculty/staff and $10 for the gen- 
eral public. 
Health College meeting 
today in Perkins 
For the first time. Eastern 
Student Health Services will host 
a Kentucky College Health meet- 
ing today in the Perkins 
Building. 
Health Care providers from 
other universities and colleges of 
the Commonwealth will discuss 
health-related topics on college 
campuses. 
Spaghetti dinner 
benefits spring trip 
The St. Mark Middle School 
will sponsor an all-you-can-eat 
spaghetti dinner to raise money 
for its annual spring trip. 
The dinner will be held from 5 
p.m. to 9 p.m. tonight at Fazoli's. 
Cost is $5 for all you can eat 
spaghetti and drink. For more 
information, contact Julie LeBrun 
792-4578. 
Win prizes tomorrow 
at health screenings 
Door prizes and free health 
screenings will be offered from 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m. tomorrow at the 
Richmond Mall. 
Health promotion education 
will be provided. For more infor- 
mation on the Richmond Mall 
Health Fair, contact Margaret 
Suters at 623-7312. ext 236. 
Diversity presentation 
in Grise Room April 15 
Teja Arboleda will give a pre- 
sentation on diversity at 7 p.m. 
April 15 in the Grise Room of the 
Combs Building. 
Steel, African bands 
program next week 
A program featuring the Steel 
Band, African Drum Ensemble 
and a guest artist from India will 
take place at 8 p.m. Tuesday in 
Brock Auditorium. Admission is 
$2 for students and $4 for non-stu- 
dents. 
Spring Dance Concert 
in Weaver Studio 
EKU's Dance Theatre will per- 
form in a spring dance concert at 
8 p.m. on April 16-18 in Weaver 
Dance Studio. Tickets are $4 for 
students and $6 for non-students 
and will be sold at the door. 
Call Marianne McAdam for 
more information 622-1901. 
Disney Internships 
presentation Thursday 
Walt Disney will be host a pre- 
sentation on paid summer intern- 
ships for all majors and all college 
levels. The presentation will take 
place at 4:30 on Thursday in 
Room 108 of the Library. 
College credit opportunities 
are available. For additional infor- 
mation contact Ann Cotton at 622- 
1567 or by e-mail at 
ann.cottonOeku.edu. 
SBDC hosts program 
on business opportunity 
Eastern Kentucky University's 
Small Business Development 
Center win host a program called 
Compaed by Gtna Vaite 
'Smart Steps to the Right 
Choices: Looking for 
Entrepreneurial Opportunities." 
This free event win take place 
from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. on April 
23 at the Richmond Chamber of 
Commerce on 201 E. Main St 
For more information or to 
register caU 877-358-7232. 
Beagle mix puppy found 
A beagle mix puppy, white 
with brown spots, was found on 
Smith BaUard Street Call 622- 
1901 or 623-S258 to claim. 
FAFSA forms can be 
completed online 
Kentucky college students 
seeking financial aid for the 2002- 
2003 should file for the Free 
Application for Federal Student 
Aid (FAFSA) as soon as possible. 
Students filing online at 
www.fafsa.ed.gov will receive 
their results 7-14 days faster than 
those who file by maJL 
Students applying online 
should first apply for a pin num- 
ber as soon as possible. This 
allows a person to provide elec- 
tronic signatures. To apply for 
this pin number, visit 
www.pin.ed.gov. 
The FAFSA is used for 
most state, federal and institu- 
tional student aid. Parents 
and students should have tax 
forms gathered before submit- 
ting the FAFSA. 
For more information call 
(800) 928-8926, visit 
www.kheaa.com or contact the 
Eastern Financial Aid department 
at 622-2361 
AmeriCorps recognizes 
Eastern students 
The AmeriCorps student ser- 
vice consortium center will hold a 
celebration at 3:30 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Kennamer 
Room of the Powell Building. 
There will be an awards cere- 
mony and reception to recognize 
the community service of Eastern 
Students with AmeriCorps pro- 
jects. 
For reservations, email 
Nancy.ThamesOeku.edu. 
A  LIT btt of 
color... 
CtMtoM YMQW. 5, ootora a 
butterfly at actMttoa during the 
n—ldanoa Ha* Association's 
Li'i Sfbe Weekend Saturday 
morning. 
Eaatam studants are invit- 
ed to bring their younger sib- 
lings to participate In the 
event, which has bean haW 
annually tor 14 years. 
1 13 I -   >*<- — — —! «T1T !■■■■■ NKOW wenzevrrograss 
at* • 
*U 
► PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
HELP WANTED 
Now hiring Mght Manager, flexible 
with school, tun ttma poaMon. Apply 
at Dairy Mart. Southern H«s Plaza. 
Cal 859-624-1342 to sat up inter- 
Stimmar employment at Girl 
Scout Camp. Work in the outdoors 
and make a difference in the Hfe of a 
child. Unit staff. Creative Arts 
Director. Food Service Director, 
Water Front Director positions avaH- 
atte. 1-80O-47S-2621 
Vat anlatant wanted. Small ani- 
mal experience needed. Fut / part 
time, flexible hours, Pie-Vet pre- 
ferred. Cal 869-268-7297 
accepting appil 
aWona. Madison Garden 
Fraternities,   Sororities,   Clubs, 
Student Group.: Earn $1,000 - 
$2,000 with the easy 
Campusfundralser.com three hour 
fundraWng event. Does not involve 
credit card applications. 
FundraJsIng dates are Mng quickly, 
so cal today! Contact 
C4mpuafundraiaar.com at 888-923- 
3238. or vWt www.campustondrais 
ar.com. 
Help! I need somebody! Madison 
Garden 
Lifeguards wanted In North 
Myrtle Beach, S.C., wM train, no 
experience. Apply http://www nsb- 
slfaguarcla.com 
Students: Internet users wanted! 
$20/hour possible surfing the inter- 
net. Newt Eaay, instant online 
signup at 
http://dmx.gkxiesjgriz.com! 
Tell Patty, 
Stephanie, Kim, 
or Heatter 
how your dining 
experience is! 
Madison 
BARAORILL 
CUSTOM 
SCREEN 
PRINTING 
O.TNa. 
lfvhen VRV the 
Declaration of Independence 
adopted by Congress f 
Be the first one to answer 
the question correctly 
& win a Free T-shirt 
(859) 624-2200 
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN 
FOR RENT 
Quiet furntehed toft apartment 
single occupancy. Near campus. No 
smoking, no pets. $299 a month / 
utilities included. Call 859-623-2410 
or 859893-2410. 
FQrLSALE 
Underground "Invisible" 
System for doge, includes 2 col- 
lars. $75.00 OBO. cal 859-622- 
1071, ask for Bath. 
1987 Camry, 4 Door. 5 Speed, 
194K, $1,200. Call 859-623-2410 or 
859-893-2410. 
1990 Honda Accord EX. high 
mileage, but runs great. $2,400 
OBO, caU Jimmy at 859-625-9877. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
$250 a day potential bartending. 
Training provided. 1-800-293-3985 
ext 120. 
Want to piece a classified ad? 
Call 859-622-1881 and ask for 
Catherine. The cost is only $4.00 for 
every 10 words. 
Need to buy an item, but don't 
know where to find K? Place a 
■Wanted* ad here! It's only $4.00 for 
tNWi 10 words. 
Have you tost or found some- 
thing? You can place a "Lost & 
Found" ad here FREE! 
Do you want to wish someone s 
Happy Birthday? Call 859-622- 
1881 for a FREE birthday 
announcement to be placed in the 
Classifieds! 
Attention Graduating Students! 
We are looking for a graduating student to share their Eastern 
Kentucky University experiences and opportunities afforded while 
attending EKU, doing so in a manner to represent all Eastern stu- 
dents. The person selected will be the student commencement 
speaker at the 2002 Spring Commencement Services. If you are a 
student graduating in May and are interested in being considered 
for this honor, please submit the following: 
A Personal Biography no greater than one page 
A Statement of what you would tell the graduating seniors and 
audience about your educational experience and opportunities you 
had while at Eastern Kentucky University, no greater than two 
pages 
Upon receipt of the above items, a committee will review and 
select seniors for a personal interview. During the interview, you 
will be asked to give a draft version of the speech to the commit- 
tee. One graduating senior will be selected to give their speech 
during the 2002 Spring Commencement Services. 
Please submit the above information no later than Monday, April 
15, 2002 to: 
Senior Commencement Speaker Committee 
Office of Student Development 
128 Powell Building 
521 Lancaster Avenue 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-3102 
If you have any questions, please contact Sandra Moore at 
(859)622-3855. 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Homecoming 2002 - October 19th 
Theme Contest 
There will be a Theme Contest for the 2002 Homecoming 
Parade. There will be a $100 cash prize award to the winner of the 
Theme Contest. 2001 s Homecoming theme was 
There s No Place Like EKU Homecoming 
All persons interested in submitting a theme should stop by the 
Office of Student Development and fill out a form. Contest is 
limited to currently enrolled Eastern Students. 
Deadline for entering is April 26th by 12:00 noon!!! 
Great Job Opportunities!! 
Hiring Students Part-Time NOW a) Full-Time During Summer A Breaks 
Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY11 
We offer 10-40+ hours/week 
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions 
$6.50 - $12.00/ Hour 
1 -800-933-3575 
Located Here in Lexington, Just Minutes 
from Campus!! 
We also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us! 
Lexington. KY 1-800-B33-357S 
Lkna/Bucykie   1-800-804-0520 
Cleveland/Akron/Canton   1 -800-874-0880 
Onclnnatl/N.Kentucky   1-B00-265-4040 
Manafleld/Aahland    1 -800-824-0628 
Daylon/Spnngtleld    1 -BOO-283-6611 
Toledo    1-800-899-0070 
Pittsburgh/Erie PA     1-800-674-0880 
Wast Virginia   1 -800-645-4423 
Southeast Ohio    1 -800-646-4423 
No Experience Necessary. Tram in one facility during school & work m 
another during summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW. 
Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P Bring a Friend! 
/ 
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Luncheon honors 15 
women at Eastern 
The Eastern housing office 
and residential services will 
express their gratitude to the 
women of Eastern in a 
Celebration of Women 
Luncheon, which will be held 
at 11:30 April 15 in the 
Perkins Building. 
The event was created by 
members of the professional 
staff, according to Kenna 
Middleton, director of hous- 
ing. 
"I wanted them to work to 
produce a program and with 
the installation of President 
Glasser and to honor 
women's history month. The 
luncheon seemed like the 
appropriate thing to do," she 
said. 
Sarah Stough, residential 
coordinator of Burnam Hall, 
said each of the 15 women, 
including four students, who 
will be acknowledged in the 
Srogram was nominated 
ased upon her achievements 
and contributions to the uni- 
versity. 
Tickets may be purchased 
in the housing office or in the 
Powell Building Room 136 for 
$5. Reservations can be made 
by e-mailing Stough at 
Sarah.Stough@eku.edu and 
paying $5 at the door. 
Reservations must be made 
by the end of the day today. 
Communications Careers Day April 18 
For some students, searching for the perfect career is like trying to 
find a needle in a haystack. For students in the department of commu- 
nications, professors are trying to make the search a little less tedious. 
"We're trying to expose the students with professionals to help them 
establish networking in the field," said Lisa Ferree, associate professor 
in the communications department 
The day will consist of a continental breakfast and a buffet lunch. 
The purpose of the day, according to Ferree, is to help students under- 
stand what faces them in the "real world." 
Careers day is designed especially for students involved in the com- 
munications department However, sessions throughout the day are 
open to all students of the university. Sessions will be small and focus 
on interaction between students and the speaker. 
Ferree said the highlight of the day will be a crisis communication 
session that will feature Constance Parrish from Louisville. 
Students who attend career day should dress to impress, according 
to Ferree, and come with questions in hand. 
Careers day will be held from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Thursday in die 
Perkins Building. Any student wishing to attend can pick up a registra- 
tion form in Alumni Coliseum room 108. A $7 registration fee includes 
breakfast and lunch. 
Class project: Adopt a duck for $5 
Students in Lisa Ferree's fundraising class are seeing yellow — and 
lots of it. The class is selling rubber ducks that win be used in the August 
17 running of The Commonwealth Ford Kentucky Derby. 
There are 18 students in the class, and they will fundraise as part of a 
class project 
The students are selling duck adoptions to benefit the Kentucky River 
Foothills Development Council, Inc. and Big Brothers Big Sisters of the 
BkKgrass. 
The class has a goal of selling at least 90 ducks at $5 apiece and hopes 
to find volunteers to work the day of the derby. According to Ferree, the 
students will recruit university organizations, high school groups and 
people from the community. 
Students will be able to adopt a duck at Powell corner on Monday. 
Prizes for those who have lucky ducks include a new car, courtesy of 
Commonwealth Ford, a 3-day Carnival cruise and much more. The 
Duck Derby will take place around 4 p.m. August 17 at Lake Reba. 
► Police Boat: April 1-April 8 
April 8 
Anthony Thomas, 19, was 
arrested and charged with posses- 
sion of drug paraphernalia and 
possession of marijuana. 
Doug Hall, night supervisor of 
Martin Hall, reported that a third 
floor window in the hallway had 
been broken by a bottle. There 
are no suspects at the time. 
April 6 
Brannon Dunn, 21. was arrest- 
ed after an officer stopped him for 
disregarding a stop sign and 
found he was operating the vehi- 
cle under a suspended drivers 
license. 
April 5 
Nicholas Lombardi, 19, was 
arrested and charged with alcohol 
intoxication and possession of 
alcohol by a minor. 
April 4 
Kevin Lasley, 18, was cited 
with possession of marijuana and 
possession of drug paraphernalia. 
Jessica Daugherty reported 
that while her Jeep was parked in 
Lancaster Lot, someone entered 
it. A police investigation conclud- 
ed someone had rummaged 
through her stuff and tried steal- 
ing her car stereo. There are no 
suspects at this time. 
April 3 
A resident in Sullivan Hall 
reported that someone had been 
using her e-mail account to send 
Compiled by Katie Wittich 
harassing messages to people in 
her address book. 
April2 
A resident from Palmer Hall 
reported that she was involved in 
an altercation in Dupree Hall. 
Jeremy Shuhz reported his cell 
phone stolen from his friend's 
vehicle while parked in 
Commonwealth Lot 
A resident of Commonwealth 
Hall reported that he has received 
harassing and threatening tele- 
phone calls. 
April 1 
Justin Patton reported that 
there was a fight involving 50 peo- 
ple in the lobby of Martin Hall. 
Now XRs, CRs and ATVs 
Go Even Quicker. 
'*^.. 
A Q% i*24matto win 
V#7HIBUI No Down PsyMont 
OR LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
lor tHe nrsi 2 years wrtk the Hoada Card 
Bel a Recur or Sportrair 250EX 
for just $69 per 
Honda of Richmond 
600 Big Hill Avenue 
623-5900 
tn *«« writ* rwu* Aiwc* taw Tma CmMw uw "P^^^^*I^^,*^*J'£^*V* 
ACTION 
■a Hw,3kt 
MMA| 
iaav*M*atf« i alar tan «*• astftiN. pmmm 
nMMON 
Mr* Own to etn*» 
Honors Program Thesis 
presentations begin today 
Seniors in the honors program are getting so 
close to graduation they can almost taste it. One 
more thing to go before these students have the 
weight of the world lifted off their shoulders. 
Twenty-nine students have completed their 
senior theses and are ready to report their find- 
ings to fellow seniors and Eastern students. The 
presentations will begin today and run through 
Saturday. 
j: Big Screens & Sotolito TV • Award-Winning Wings • 12 Signature Souces • FJ Menu 
Hal Sports Action • 3CX Wings an Tuesdays • 50« legs on Wednesdays • Free NTN Trivia • Dine In or Carryout! 
Appearing Thursday. 
April 18 -10:00 p.m. 
EKU Graduate 
George E. Duvall 
Local Conediin/Motivationai Speaker 
Miss 
Tri-Co. 
2002 
Hkla19.W 
•S£^2> ENTER NOW 
JOY JONES 
MISS TRI-CO. 2001 
tegones: 
Miss Tri-County (ages 17-25) 
Miss Tri-County Teen (ages 13-16) 
Miss Tri-County Pre-Teen (ages 8-12) 
Tiny Miss Tri-County (ages 5-7) 
Wee Miss Tri-County (2-4) 
MnaTrvCo Tun 
tahwgn IfeWhonar 
AHnny. KV 
Mil. Tr» Co 
Pr» IWI aooi 
London Ky 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
AT THE 
Richmond Register 
380 Big Hill Ave. 
Richmond, Ky. 
859-623-1669 
Tn-Co MCI 
Afywa Pam* 
W*«n»ouro, Kv 
Tn Co 2001 
HnKwyPoMOn) 
Corbfi.KY 
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SGA Elections 
Mm IttPIJV AMfPMIIMMM WHEN 
- Vote on Tuesday April 16, 2002 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
WHERE 
- Online at www.eku.edu or in the Powell Student Center 
HOW ASSOCIATION 
- This year will be the easiest Online Election yet! Simply login using the same login ID 
that you use when registering for classes. The system will guide you through exactly what 
you can vote for. It's easy and quick! 
WHY IS THIS SO DIFFERENT 
- This year you will be electing the officers of the NEW Student Government. The New 
SGA will provide the same advocacy and leadership as it always has, through the 
STUDENT SENATE. In addition, it will provide new and bigger programs with the 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL, plus all of the opportunities that residential students 
need with the RESIDENCE LIFE COUNCIL. The leadership will be vested in the four 
elected executives: the STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT/STUDENT REGENT, the 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, the VP FOR STUDENT ACTIVITIES, and the VP FOR 
RESIDENCE LIFE. It's new, it's improved, and it's going to change student life at EKU! 
WHO 
- All Students will elect the Student Body President & Executive Vice President, the VP 
for Student Activities, three Student Senators, and one Student Activities Representative 
in each of the nine Student Organization Categories. If you live on campus, you will also 
get to elect a VP for Residence Life and one Residential Representative for your own Hall 
If you take most of your classes at one of the three extended campuses, you'll also get to 
elect the officers for your Extended Campus Council. 
QUESTIONS 
- Contact Kevin Coot, Chairman of Elections, at 622-1724 or by 
emailing kevin@ekusga.com 
' i 
* 
TheEaalMiiProgiTW.TlMvaday.Aprill.20Q2   A5 
Student Body President / 
Student Regent * 
Executive Mice President 
Vice President for 
Student Affairs 
Vice President for 
Residence life 
Lucas Hammons 
Mary Hall 
James Oalgaard 
Adam Hensley 
Student Senate 
miMJjTLnujmjja Wl™*^ 
ASSOCIATION 
Jadnda Bertie Mary Jane Carter    Jessica Ann ChadweM        Joshua Cooper Matthew Doughman Knsten Elam 
ASSOCIATION 
Jennifer Ferguson Kerri Ferret 
3 £i ASSOCIATION       ASSOCIATION 
Amy Fugate Tracy Gragston Shayta Handtey David Johnson Mustapha Jourdini Brian Joyce Jessica Kelloogh 
ID 
II 
Daniel Logsdon Bee Martin 
m*2*n WJ™*Q 
ASSOCIATION ASSOCIATION      ASSOCIATION 
Shaun Mclntosh Logan McReynokte Lance Melching Erin Michalik Jose Monseque Emily Montgomery Chartes O'Brien 
Heather LaRue Jackie Leach 
r • 
KristJna O'Brien EmUy Patterson Jodl Peterson Victor Puente Tanya Ray David Ryan Jessica Snyder Rebecca Sparks Graham Trimble 
pBMwnq jmrnaqr pa™*»ST SPK"*H 
AmyWeHs 
ASSOCIATION kj ASSOCIATION      ASSOCIATION      ASSOCIATION 
Chuck WhaUey Sharonda Williams Oregon/ Vest Piefeng (Allen) Yang Eli Hollon 
Student Activities Council 
Council 
Residential 
Students ONLY! 
'rite-in a candidate 
from your own hall. 
ASSOCIATION     ASSOCIATION III 
Angela Aaron 
Special Interest 
Erin Davis 
Sports 
Leigh Flener 
Religious Org. 
Megan Gamphern 
QammaBeta Phi 
Shalana Johnson 
Residential 
Student Orginization 
Devin Klarer 
Green Party 
Jana Lilly 
Alpha Delta Pi 
Connie Martin 
Kappa Delta 
ASSOCIATION 
Scott Massamore 
Social Fraternity Org. 
Amy Spencer 
Kappa Delta 
Christina Thompson 
Residential 
Student Orginization 
Kimberty Maraee 
Secretary 
Crystal Jones 
Treesurer 
Jessica Overby 
Representative 
Steven Crowley 
Tristan HaM 
VtcaChat 
WrSa-toT 
Trn—iiftr 
QranvMe Peyton 
Elizabeth Stapp 
Amanda i 
iLCUair 
Bruce Lynch 
Rapreeantatjve 
Donna Hammons 
Lynn Larsons 
Jute Wright 
Chair 
Dariene McKnight 
Write-ins 
Extended Campus 
Students ONLY! 
Pick a person for each 
office of your council. 
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The Lone Pair 
Lucas 1 and Mary Hal wifl be the only slate of executive 
i fated 00 the Student Government's election balot this year. 
Hammons. nmomg lor president, and Hal. running lor executive vice 
pmiiatMl, are both members of the SGA cabinet now. They took time 
to answer questions Monday afternoon about their platform and plans 
Lucas 
Hammons 
How he got here: 
Lucas Hammons is a politi- 
cal science and English 
major who took the long 
road to Eastern. He ended 
up here, the school his par- 
ents had wanted him to 
attend al along, after playing 
footbal at the University of 
Kentucky for a year and a 
half. He says he had friends 
at Eastern who helped him 
make the decision to switch 
schools. 
1 get a lot more accom- 
plished here," he said. "It's 
Ike being in a family rnviron- 
The two may not have the elections under wraps yet — they could be 
beaten by a write-in candidate. Even though they are the sole candh 
dates. Hal still says they have a job to do: "We stil want students to 
know why we're running." Hall said. She said they have been appearing 
at campus meetings this week. 
Vote for SGA reps Tuesday 
Student Government Association elections will be 
hew Tuesday. Students will be able to vote online by 
vtoWng Eastern's homepage, www.etai.edu. and clicking 
on a link for SGA elections. 
In order to vote, students will have to enter their 
Social Security number, which will bring up menus that 
will have lists of candidates. 
This year the Web page will also feature a number to 
call in case of problems or questions with the voting 
system. 
it top. and Mary Hal. at 
left, give their 
- 
He's planning to graduate in 
May 2003. 
Where he came from: 
Hammons graduated from Corbin 
High School in 1999. where he 
played footbal. basketbal and was 
on the track team. He was presi- 
dent of the National Honor Society, 
in the Beta Club and the Future 
Business Leaders of America. 
Setting a goal: Hammons 
says being the Student 
Government Association president 
has always been something he 
wanted to do: This has been my 
biggest goal since I came here," he 
said. He said that his position this 
year as speaker pro tem of the 
Senate has helped him learn a lot 
about how Easterns SGA works. 
Natural-born    leader: 
Hammons tries to play a major role 
in the organizations he belongs to 
— he said he holds an executive 
office in every organization of 
which be is currently a member. 
"Being an officer bumbles you," he 
said. Hammons said he wanted to 
make sure any solutions SGA pre- 
sented for campus problems were 
"done right" 
Bring in the bis 
1A? To 
names: 
His goals for the SG ' continue 
involvement in the SGA through 
organizational funding and to con- 
tinue the plus/minus campaign the 
SGA led this year 
In addition. Hammons said cam- 
pus activities needed to be stepped 
up. Thk place B dead on the week- 
ends. Everybody's seen that," be 
said. Hammons cited Morehead 
State University as a campus with 
an active life — MSI recently 
brought recording artist Neky in for 
a concert 
Increasing interaction: 
Hammons' ideas for improvements 
in the SGA are smalt "There's noth- 
ing I want to blow off the bee of the 
earth." He'd Eke to increase faculty- 
student interaction and try to sur- 
vey students to get their opinions of 
campus kfe. 
The new SGA: How will the 
new shared governance structure 
affect the SGA next year? 
"Everything will be decided togeth- 
er," Hammons said.'That's the way 
government works." He said that 
combining several campus organi- 
zations would lead to less overlap, 
eliminate problems, questions and 
hassles — stressing "unity." 
Inspiring involvement: 
He plans to increase involvement in 
the new Residence Life Council, 
formed to replace RHA under the 
new SGA plan, by getting new stu- 
dents involved early next tall There 
were no applicants for RLC spots by 
the SGA's election deadline this 
year. 
A good choice: Hammons 
says President Glasser is the "best 
decision Eastern has made." He 
says the two have already had sev- 
eral meetings and that they share 
common goals like wanting to see 
Eastern succeed "My main focus is 
that Eastern strives the year I am in 
office." he said. 
mSf* *i»W 
live reports at the 
Student Senate's 
meeting Tuesday. The 
two are the onfy can- 
didates tor the SGA's 
top spots next year. 
Photos by Stove 
RJetaroeorvTrogreei 
Mary Hall 
Where she came from: 
Mary Hall, a junior marketing 
major, isn't that far from home 
even when she is at college. She's 
from Irvine and is a 1999 graduate 
of Estill County High School. She 
was her senior class president in 
high school and was on the tennis 
team. 
Like Hammons, she was also a 
member of the Future Business 
Leaders of America. At Eastern, 
she spends her time being 
involved in a slew of social and 
honorary organizations. 
HaD plans to graduate in a year. 
Learning to lead: Hall 
says her leadership style is to be 
flexible. "I can take a situation and 
go with it," she said. "What I don't 
know, I can definitely learn." 
Hall also said that her involve- 
ment in other organizations has 
taught her a lot about how to deal 
with people. "I've had a lot of 
experience dealing with people in 
both large groups and small 
groups," she said. 
Improving the ambiance: 
Her goals for the SGA? Making 
sure improvements, like recent 
renovations in the Powell Building, 
become a regular part of campus 
kfe. 
Little by little: Hall doesn't 
anticipate any major changes in 
the SGA next year. "You have to 
make little changes before you 
can make big ones," she said. 
What students want: Hall 
said that she's looking forward to 
working more closely with 
President Joanne Glasser. "She's 
very supportive of everything we 
do. She's ready concerned with 
what students want" 
Being inclusive: The SGA 
needs to continue to reach out to 
students. Hall said. "It's important 
that students know that every stu- 
dent who goes here is a member 
of SGA" Hal said. She said that is 
something a lot of students may 
not realize. 
Working together: Hall 
says interest in the new RLC will 
increase once people become 
more comfortable with SGA's new 
structure and once questions and 
concerns can be answered. 
"Everybody will be working 
together regardless," she said. 
Glyndon Tailors 
103 South Third 
859-623-1308 
all alterations including: 
•hem jeans 
• replace zippers 
• repairs & buttons 
• alter formats 
• tuxedo rentals 
000ys 
Live Blues 
Thurs.* 9 -12 p.m 
w/ Ron Harris 
& The Knott Bros. 
HEY 
MEATLOVER! 
Ask for Steve's 
HOT ITALIAN 
SAUSAGE 
Madison 
raraen 
V_J  BAftSOMlll 
News? Call 
us. 622-1881 
Attention Non-traditional 
Students! 
Free Dinner Meeting! 
Get to know other Non-traditional 
Students! 
April 16th 
4:30 - 7 p.m. 
-Great Company! JSSSSX 
- Great Food! Come ready with 
- Register for a door prize!     ideas f°r events for 
next year! 
OFFICER CANDIDATES 
WANTED      1 FOR THE GOLD 
Kentucky Array National Guard is accepting applications 
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Com- 
mission, RCTT/Simultaneous Membership Program and 
Office Candidate School. 
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSIS- 
TANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the 
Montgomery GI Bill. 
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter §(502) 803-0966 
to schedule an appointment 
CALL NOW - UMTTED OPENING 
129 South First St 
NIGHTLY SPECIALS 
Come join us Thurs. 
April 18* for a 
Thursday 
•750 Miller Lite 
■Home of the original rCMM PARTY 
$7 All You Can Drink!    coc MM 
Saturday 02(H)JUO 
■ $1 Domestics     We cater to private parties. 
We've cjot 
to work at r<\isoi is 
RN CHADS 
When you start your < aieer at Not ton Healthcare, you're on to a world of 
opportunities. We have the best jobs for you right here in Kentucky, in your 
community There's no better place to explore y«» true potential, arxl here's why. 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
• A SI 0.000 Scholarship payment check* 
• AH Boards (Review dan. -urn lee, Kentucky licensure) paid lor by Norton 
• A $200 gift certificate from Cardinal Uniforms 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
As the largest healthcare system in Kentucky with seven hospitals throughout 
the region, we can offer choices you cant find anywhere else. 
NURTUMNC ATMOSPHERE 
Our attention doesn't end with orientation We're here 
to support you throughout your career 
ItoM're on to tornf thing rtcepttnnol of Morton 
Hralthcoic   To set up a ptnonal interview or lour 
at any Norton Hraltrxarr hotpHot 
Call Beverly Lee « (502) 629-4024 
or tf*M a. (800) 833-7975 
"Wiih a canmiUMml al M manthi lua-lima •mptaymenl 
PS 
NORTON' 
HEALTHCARE 
f*ja Opporuar fc*»oy»   i»«->v 
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Roberts: Career success product of Title DC, opportunity 
And UndenmayefiProgresB 
BY 
Assistant. sports «Mor 
Robin Roberts has achieved 
inspirational status by becoming 
one of the most recognized faces 
and voices in sports broadcasting, 
which has long been a male domi- 
nated profession. 
Two decades after Roberts set 
records for sinking baskets and 
pulling down rebounds for 
Southeastern Louisiana University, 
she stood in Brock Auditorium, 
waiting to the side, just as she had 
waited many times for bier jersey 
number to be called in the starting 
lineup of a basketball game. 
Monday, during her speech, 
"Women and Sports," Roberts 
announced in the Brock 
Auditorium that she is leaving the 
world of sports behind to serve as 
a news anchor on "Good Morning 
America." 
"I have been offered the news 
anchor position on 'Good Morning 
America,' Roberts said. "So EKU, if 
you make it to Atlanta for the Final 
Four. I will be there only as a spec- 
tator I will not be there for ESPN." 
"It's really difficult for me to 
make the transition because early 
on in my career people were trying 
to get me to do news and I didn't 
want to. I wanted to do sports," 
Roberts said. "I started out pas- 
sionate about sports, but along the 
way I became addicted to journal- 
ism—now I'm passionate about 
journalism," Roberts added. 
Instead of opening with the 
struggles she has gone through to 
get to where she is today, Roberts 
looked out across the audience 
and spoke softly. 
After apologizing, Roberts put 
on her biggest smile and cracked a 
couple of jokes before getting 
down to business. She says she 
owes her whole career to Title DC, 
a 1972 landmark legislation that 
banned sex discrimination in 
schools, whether it be in acade- 
mics or athletics. 
"I am a product of title DC." 
Roberts said. "I am where I am 
today because of legislation 30 
years ago with title DL It created 
an opportunity for me to get col- 
lege scholarships and a college 
education." 
Roberts also spoke of her own 
efforts that have brought her suc- 
cess, including her determination 
to set herself apart from other 
sportscasters, getting experience 
early and graduating cum laude in 
1983. Even though Roberts put 
forth extra effort to succeed, she 
admits that it didn't make her road 
to success that much easier. 
"Even though I graduated with 
honors, people were still not exact- 
ly beating down the doors to sign a 
woman, especially a woman of 
color, to be a local sports 
reporter," Roberts said. 
Roberts admitted that she 
received many offers and opportu- 
nities to be a news reporter, but 
she declined the positions because 
they were not what she wanted — 
she wanted to be a sportscaster. 
After refraining from news 
anchor jobs and taking small 
sportscasting jobs, Robins worked 
her way to her dream job as an 
ESPN sportscaster where she has 
been for 12 years. 
She advised students to follow 
what they feel "You are the only 
ones who know what you want to 
be, no one else," Roberts said to 
the packed auditorium of stu- 
dents. She also said that students 
should think big and dream big, 
but focus small on what they need 
to do today in order to reach their 
goals. 
Roberts described the impact 
women have had on sports with a 
landmark recently being the 
women's Final Four game. 
"The championship game 
between Oklahoma and 
Connecticut was the highest 
viewed and the moat watched col- 
lege basketball game in the history 
of the tournament with over 4 mil- 
lion people watching the game," 
she said. 
Just as she says her sportcast- 
ing career began with Title DC, it 
wiU help her say goodbye to ESPN 
and her viewers. She encouraged 
the audience to tune in June 21,22 
and 23 for ESPN's 30th anniver- 
sary of Title DC The tribute to Title 
DC wfll consist of 30 hours of pro- 
gramming that wffl concentrate on 
the accomplishments of women, 
bringing back memorable 
moments such as the 1999 
women's World Cup. 
Before opening up the floor for 
questions, Roberts added her 
statement on her personal view of 
the campus: 
"You didn't need me here," 
Roberts said. "You have here on 
campus one of the few women 
presidents in the country, and the 
first thing I heard was how dynam- 
ic, how enthusiastic and how 
much she has brought to tins uni- 
versity in such a short amount of 
time," Roberts added. 
"You have a lot of examples of 
what I'm trying to do in your own 
backyard," Roberts said. "You are 
way ahead of the game as far as 
other universities that 1 have been 
to, and I applaud you for that" 
Teacher Mara Sidmore....   . .*** 
Just .isk the students she teachi                                                      to her 
retirementp.rtf0i.o.si«wanted a little less drama. 
So she turned to us. a fund manager known for a steady hand   In these volatili  times. 
we dab help people build portfolios that are anything but. 
Now she saves all the theatrics for the stage. 
Log on for ideas, advice, aid results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842 2776 
l 
• 
RETIREMENT I INSURANCE     MUTUAL FUNDS  I  COLLEGE SAVINGS  !  TRUSTS  I  INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
IIAA CeEF Md 
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Do you have a EKU Students & Faculty 
Digital Camera? Get 15% off 
Do you need great 
PrifltS?        Bring them to 
We can make Prints ^     -*^ 
from : CD's, Zip disks S^        _^^g^fl                                       ^^^^_         ^^^ 
Memory sticks,              > 
SmartMedia,               [ 
CompactFlash             \ ^erfectj/ & Floppy disks. 
Sizes From Wallets       { 
to 12x18 
One Hour 1                         J 
1010 Brandy Lane 625-0077 
For the Best Developing around it's Picture Perfect Photos! 
238 W«et Ittaln Str««t 
1 U.r*« #. 
•* PIZZA, 
-A- MAC LA 
BREAD 
* STROMBOLI 1*  SWEETIE PIE 
* WINGS *   CHEESE 
BREAD 
Racing through 
Apri 26 
Join us for the excitement of College Day 
*.sA 
Friday. April 19. 
The first 1,004 students with valid college IDs receive free admission and a $2 betting 
voucher when they enter through the Grandstand East entrance. 
• Ten students wfll win vouchers worth $104 each. 
• Festival food and live musk on the terrace (weather permitting). 
• Post time 1:15 p.m. (ET). Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. www.keeneland.com 
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Perspective 
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com Jennifer Rogers, editor 
Must leaders make the grade? ► News Quiz OK, boys and girls. It's time to test your knowledge of what's going on at Eastern. If you 
don't know the answers, don't 
worry. Just go to 
www.eastemprogress.com and you 
can cheat. 
fc 
The only pair running for 
SGA president and vice 
a) Al Gore and Dan Quayte 
b) Nick Bertram and Kara Tatum 
c) Lucas Mammons and Mary Hall 
President Glasser prefers 
what kind of flower* ki 
of her house? 
a) Marigolds 
b) She has yet to tell the gardeners 
her preference 
c) Plastic flowers 
^^^tfA ESPN s Robin Roberts Is 
O  \ leaving sportscasttng to 
O \  become the news anchor 
^^fon 
a) WLEX Channel 18 
b) Good Morning America 
c) The Weekend Update 
Nathan Bu Hock/Progress 
Lowering SGA requirements bad move 
If the Student Senate has its 
way, the SGA will start allow- 
ing students with lower GPAs 
to sit in its representative posi- 
tions. 
Tuesday, the Senate voted in 
favor of making the minimum 
GPA requirement for Student 
Senators and representatives on 
the Residence Life and Student 
Activities councils a 2.0 instead of 
a 2.5 as it is now. 
Arguments in favor of the pro- 
posal centered around a percep- 
tion that because students with 
below a 2.0 GPA aren't allowed to 
hold Senate positions, then they 
aren't being represented. Some 
senators said the under-2.5 stu- 
dents have different concerns — 
ones that a student with a high 
GPA wouldn't understand. 
But this perception — or mis- 
perception — doesn't take into 
account one major point: EVERY 
student, regardless of GPA, is a 
member of the SGA, and EVERY 
student is represented, if for no 
reason other than the fact that 
EVERY student can vote for the 
students who represent them. 
Senators represent students 
from each academic college, and 
undeclared students are repre- 
sented by freshmen senators. In 
addition, there is one senator-at- 
large for every 700 students at 
Eastern. 
So the perception that an 
entire constituency of students is 
not being represented is just not 
valid — all a student has to do is 
contact the senator who repre- 
sents him and voice his concerns. 
A 2.0 is the bare minimum 
required by the university to 
graduate — the absolute least a 
student must have. The argu- 
ment that students who have 
GPAs near that have a different 
set of concerns is absolutely true: 
they ought to be concentrating 
on maintaining their schoolwork 
instead of trying to tackle the 
time and effort requirements that 
are a part of being on the SGA 
It would be a shame for stu- 
dents to drop below the mini- 
mum because they're concentrat- 
ing on something other than aca- 
demics — like trying to represent 
their fellow students. 
Steve Richardson/Progress 
& 
This baseball fan Is wearing 
this hat 
a) he's celebrating St. Paddy's day a 
little bit later than most. 
b) he's a Bailey's Irish Cream fan. 
c) he left his baseball cap at home 
and needed something to keep the 
sun out of his eyes. 
► Campus Comments 
Earth Day is coming up an April 22 and events are being held all month. What's on Tap editor Greg VUtitow asked students what they did to help the environment 
I don't throw 
anything out 
the window 
until I get to 
my destina- 
tion. I don't 
throw cigarette 
butts on the 
ground. 
I usually don't 
have time to. I 
usually have 
other things 
to do. 
I recycle bot- 
des, cans and 
newspapers. 
I try not to lit- 
ter. I try to 
carpool if. 
we're going 
out. 
Frankfort 
I don't litter 
and I don't 
fart. I ride my 
bike instead of 
driving. . 
Elementary 
education 
Freshman 
Undeclared 
Freshman 
Louisville 
Major Criminal 
justice 
Year: Junior 
Elizabethtown 
Major 
Marketing 
Year: 
Freshman 
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My turn A letters policy 
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn 
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the 
community interested in voicing an opinion. 
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on cam- 
pus or in hie community and not be longer than 1,000 words 
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at 
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. 
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column. 
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files. 
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to 
the Progress at progressOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office 
at (859) 622-2354. 
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or let- 
ters Please include a phone number and address for verifi- 
cation purposes only, not for publication. 
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit 
columns and letters for length. 
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My Turn 
WSMt 
a junior jour- 
nalism major 
from OkJham 
County. She 
is the news 
editor. 
Record holds can become 
unnecessary, silly hassles 
In these past two weeks, I>e fiDed out more appli- 
cations than I think I did when I first chose which 
colleges to apply to. I've filled out scholarship 
applications, internships and job applications. 
Of course they all needed letters of recommenda- 
tion, a resume, dips and cover letters. They all also 
demanded an official university transcript No big- 
gie, or so I thought. 
So. last week I walked all the way from Todd Hall 
to the Jones/Coates Building in my quest to obtain 
the document that is such a hot commodity for die 
application process. I got all the way to the transcript 
counter, out of breath (I never claimed to be in 
shape), only to learn I must have a picture ID to get 
what I needed. Social Security numbers, which can 
get you in everywhere else on campus, apparently 
aren't good enough. They demanded a pic, or I got 
no document 
So, I sucked it up and hiked back to the car — 
which was parked in the AC lot I sat my happy rear 
end in the driver's seat put die key in the ignition 
and drove back to the lady behind the counter. The 
nice ticket man let me park in the 30 minute parking 
spot while I ran in with my ID in hand. 
Well. I gave the lady my ID. It took her only three 
seconds to discover I had a hold on my records. I 
freaked out I was thinking some grant never went 
through and I owed the university a bazillion dollars 
for my education, or something to that effect 
The transcript lady advised me to go down to 
billings and collections to find out why my records 
were on hold. I walked down the hall and waited in 
line to find what debt I owed the school. 
The lady behind the bars at billings and collec- 
tions explained to me the money was for a refrigera- 
tor bill that I hadn't paid (You know, the money die 
university steals from you because the fridges it pro- 
vides barely hold a gallon of milk, pack of bologna 
and an apple — all so that the university can con you 
into buying a meal plan). 
I explained that I only had $5 in cash and needed 
my transcript immediately. I asked if there was any 
way I could pay the bill tomorrow. She couldn't grant 
me my wish, but directed me into the billings and 
collections room (You know, that little office they 
make you go in so if you get irate and scream, peo- 
ple can't hear you) to plead with them. 
I was a bit upset by now. I'd lost five pounds walk- 
ing across campus, twice, and I had applications to 
mail out. To make matters worse, I never even 
remembered receiving the bill. 
That was because the department automatically 
sends all bills out to your home billing address, 
regardless if you live on campus or not They sent 
me the bill, only not to my residence where I've been 
for the past three years (Oh, so that's what my mom 
was talking about she received a bill for when I went 
home for Easter!), which could have saved all of us 
time. They also charged me $1 interest because the 
$10 bill wasn't paid in time. 
After a not-so-nice altercation between myself and 
a billings and collections worker, I was fed up. The 
money collectors had demanded their money and 
won. I trekked back to Todd Hall to get my check- 
book, all for one transcript 
I came back and the ticket man had been nice 
enough not to ticket the car. 
My story ended with a somewhat happily ever 
after ending — I got my transcript. But now I've 
started to think about you, my fellow Eastern stu- 
dents. You know those parking tickets, refrigerator 
bills and library books we don't think about? You 
better pay them! If you are a procrastinator like me, 
you're probably trying to register for classes wonder- 
ing why the computer won't let you do it. I can 
almost guarantee you that there is some unpaid bill 
in your account collecting $1 interest 
WeU. now that I got that out I feel a little bit bet- 
ter. I think IH sleep more soundly at night 
► letters to the editor 
Sullivan   Hall   resident 
grateful for Eastern dinner 
I would like to take this oppor- 
tunity to express my sincere 
thanks and gratitude to Kelly 
Zirngibl, RA in Sullivan Hall. 
Kelly took it upon herself to plan 
and prepare a special holiday din- 
ner for those residents who were 
not able to go home on Easter 
Sunday. 
She along with a few of the res- 
idents pulled together and pre- 
pared a wonderful meal. Kelly 
was having to do all of this on one 
leg due to an old knee injury flar- 
ing up. 
If all of this were not enough it 
was her duty weekend; and in 
between everything else she had 
to hobble around and clean up the 
water that had flooded part of the 
basement due to heavy rains. 
I would also like to say thank 
you to the Honors Program for 
donating the money for our din- 
ner. 
I am a non-traditional student 
that has been living in Sullivan 
Han for two years now. With the 
exception of the staff that was on 
duty my first year, Kelly is the 
only one whom I feel has taken 
this much care and interest in the 
overall well being of all the resi- 
dents here at Sullivan. 
Also. SA Kelly, RA Matt Horn, 
Robert Everly, and RA Jessica 
Kellough have made the 2002 
spring semester a very pleasant 
one here in Sullivan Hall. You 
four need to keep up the good 
work, because Sullivan would not 
be what it is without you. 
Thanks again to Kelly, the 
Honors Program and to those res- 
idents who helped Kelly prepare 
and clean up Sullivan's Easter din- 
ner. 
Bridget Yocum 
Corrections 
The "Living History Weekend" at the Richmond 
Battlefield will be on May 18th and 19th, not April 
18th and 19th as it appeared in a story last week. 
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications 
and corrections as needed on the Perspective pages. 
If you have a correction, please send it to the edi- 
tor by noon Monday before publication on Thursday. 
Are record holds causing you some hassle as 
you try to register for class? Ever had an over- 
due library book keep you from withdrawing 
from a class in time? 
If so, tell us your story 
<www.easternprogress.com> 
s**smw>»ia«i*» 
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Available One Day Only! 
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Yod're Invited To a Boycte Resin Special Event... 
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859-624-0025 13^ B Bearamerica 
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Education   Majors 
Have you thought about the dlVCrSlty in 
California? 
California offers teachers 
more choices in school locations, 
teaching environments and 
cultural experiences. 
If you like 
a mix of people, 
politics, 
environments, 
cultures and 
cuisines, you'll 
love living 
i) California. 
Are you ready for a challenge? Like to mix it up? 
Then bring your teaching degree to California. 
Our six million students come from households 
representing over 90 spoken languages, 
hundreds of cultures and myriad opinions. 
(Imagine a social studies class in any one 
of our communities!) 
In California, we live and breathe diversity. If you embrace the new and 
challenging - if you can guide young lives from every background to achieve 
the greatness they are meant to achieve - if you have the potential to be a 
teacher of the first rank - we have a place for you. 
Bring your teaching degree to California 
Our diversity allows you more choices in school locations, teaching environments and 
opportunities. And when you're not teaching, our rich diversity in cultures, climates and 
lifestyles will allow you to learn some new things about yourself, too. 
We need you in California. And we're backing that need with serious dollars. 
Find out more. For more information, 
call toll-free 1-888-CalTeach (888-225-8322) 
or visit our website at www.calteach.com CalTeach 
Left Coast. Right Job" 
„. 
Go to our Web site and find 
more great photos of Little Sibs, Eastern women's 
tennis, spring football practice, the Student Art Exhibit, 
 and much, much more.  
(~      www.easternprogress.com        ) 
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: Fine for picking flowers is rumor 
From The Front 
he aid he looks forward to planti- 
ng her garden. He said hell even 
leave a few of the tomato plants 
that he and Maggard have grown 
ia a garden on the side of the 
greenhouse. 
"They're good  for lunch," 
Cornett said. laughing- 
Some students who stop to 
smell  the  flowers  should  be 
warned not to pick them. A nasty 
rumor has gone around for years 
that a stiff penalty awaits any stu- 
dent who tries to pick the precious 
blooms. 
Tve always been told there was 
a fine for picking them," Cornett 
sakL 
According to Tom Lindquist. 
director of Public Safety, the rumor 
that there is a fine for picking the 
flowers is just that... a rumor. 
Tm not aware of one," he said. 
"I have no idea. There may have 
been one that went back years and 
years ago, but as far as I know 
there isn't a fine. Technically it's 
stealing because the flowers arrnt 
yours, but Tm not aware of a fine." 
Cornett and Maggard both 
agreed that moat students appreci- 
ate their hard work and leave the 
flowers alone. For that, they are 
grateful. 
PAY: Wall to spend time with kids, classes 
From The Front 
ees) six credit hours a week to 
take classes." Wall said. "When 
you work 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. the 
night classes are always full with 
other people." 
But now that Wall is quitting, 
she's going to have the time she 
needs with the family, who she 
feds she has been neglecting, and 
time to complete her goal of gain- 
ing a master's degree in political 
science. 
"When I'm not working here 
anymore. I'll be spending time 
with my children, and at night go 
to night classes," Wall said. "And 
they're going to give me full-time 
tuition in grants and what-not 
because I am not working." 
Wall realizes there are other 
mothers at Eastern, especially 
single mothers, who are in much 
more desperate situations than 
she is because of the low pay at 
the university. 
"It's so not fair, what about sin- 
gle mothers?" V'au said. "I'm very 
fortunate that my husband makes 
enough money for us." Wall 
regrets leaving her job and the 
people she enjoys working with. 
Her supervisor Kevin Minor is on 
sabbatical this semester and her 
current supervisor is James Wall. 
acting chair of the department 
"I never kept my boss in the 
dark. He knew this was coming 
all along." Wall said. "Not only is 
he my boss, but he's my friend. 
We work together and this 
department is a team. It doesn't 
matter whether you have a PhD. 
or not; you're somebody- If you're 
a freshman student worker, 
you're somebody." 
Feeling that her situation is 
similar to many other mothers 
employed by Eastern, Wall e- 
mailed President Joanne Glasser 
on March 29 with her explanation 
for her resignation. 
Glasser replied with a brief 
response stating she was sorry to 
lose Wall but very much under- 
stood family concerns and pres- 
sures. 
"One of my priorities at the 
university will be to review classi- 
fication and compensation struc- 
tures, and given tight budget 
times, do what I can to address 
them," Glasser said via e-mail. 
Wall was pleased with the 
prompt and courteous response she 
received from the president She 
remembers well the last time she 
sent a letter to a university presi- 
dent 
Several years ago. Wall sent a 
letter to former Eastern president 
Robert Kustra about the lack of 
affordable childcare on campus. 
Kustra never responded. 
"I also explained to him how I 
had used ten hours of my own 
time because my boss forbid 
using time to do that little survey 
or job evaluation thing," Wall 
remembered. "I spent ten hours 
on that, and of course everyone 
on campus knows what that 
amounted to." 
Wall, along with many of her 
co-workers filled out job invento- 
ry forms in fall of 1996 in conjunc- 
tion with the Buck Study. The 
study, commissioned by Buck 
Consultants out of St Louis, was 
done to determine more competi- 
tive pay rates for classified 
employee staff. 
"I have a friend who worked 
here and was a single mother," 
Wall said. "And she has a 2-year 
degree and is working on a 4 
year degree, and she's a single 
mother with one child. She 
moved to UK and is making 
more than $10,000 more a year 
than me. She has less duties and 
even has a demotion title over 
me. It's interesting they make so 
much more money up there than 
down here." 
6PA: Bertram would consider vetoing act 
From The Front 
member of the SGA according to 
its constitution. 
"I think we need to be a little 
more diverse as a governing 
body." Horn said. "I don't think 
we need to say, "We're going to 
cut this off at 2.5 to protect you."* 
Some senators felt that by not 
allowing students with GPAs 
lower than 2.5 to run for office, 
those students weren't being fair- 
ly represented. Senator Jay 
Knight disagreed. 
"I don't think that's a very 
strong argument," he said. "They 
do get represented. We're not in a 
democracy, we're in a republic. 
People get represented." 
Kristina O'Brien, who has 
opposed the proposal from its first 
reading, said students with lower 
GPAs may not be able to handle 
the amount of work required of 
senators without their GPAs drop- 
ping. O'Brien even offered a com- 
promise of a 2.25 requirement; 
her friendly amendment was 
rejected. 
"EKU demands from its sena- 
tors that not only you are repre- 
sentative, but you are competent," 
O'Brien said. "This is about hav- 
ing dedicated people who do not 
have to be split between things. 
People with a 2.0 can participate 
through their representative." 
Before the motion becomes a 
part of the SGA's rules, it first has 
to be approved by Nick Bertram, 
the SGA president the Council of 
Student Affairs and the Board of 
Regents. 
Bertram said that although he 
has mixed views on vetos, he 
would consider vetoing the pro- 
posal. 
"I think itsets the wrong tone," 
Bertram sara. "We should strive 
for academic excellence — medi- 
ocrity." 
Bertram said that the GPA 
requirement was one of the only 
parts of the SGA's constitution 
that had not changed in 30 years. 
He said he had strong personal 
feelings about GPA requirements, 
even though his GPA has 
dropped this year. 
"It takes its toll." Bertram said 
of the time constraints SGA 
involves. 
Bertram disagreed with the 
assertion that some students' 
views aren't included. 
"It's dead wrong when some- 
body says they're not represent- 
ed," he said. 
Bertram has 10 days to veto 
the proposal. 
Presidential vetoes can be 
overridden by a majority vote of 
the Senate. 
Even if the proposal is ulti- 
mately approved, it will have no 
effect on this year's elections, to 
be held Tuesday. 
FREE LIVE CONCERT! 
Thursday, April 11 • 7- 9 p.m. 
In The Ravine 
Features live music from local bands 
Benefit concert for Afghan Refugees 
FREE FOOD 
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Main St. Chevron 
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free Treat. 
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421 W Main Street • Richmond. KY • 624-3000 
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WHATCHV'THINKIN'. 
WINK 
BIG, 
WINK 
SUBWAY 
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BRINK 
Head down to Subway, where we can take care of 
your basic bold thoughts and turn them into reality. 
aSUBWRV* 
WE DELIVER '624-9241 
Corner of Second and Water St. 
Dine- in/Carry- out Hour*    . Delivery Hours 
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COSMETIC   STUDIOS 
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Brandenburg, editor 
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► Arts ft Stuff 
Matt Trimble displays his 
"acckJentaT artwork at the 
annual Student Art 
Exhibition held last Sunday 
in the Giles Gallery./ See 
B3 for the story. 
Thursday. April 11.2002 Bl 
BoNnd the bar 
Steve ftcnardKxVProgwss 
Nathan Comb*, a 22-year-old junior, bartended at Woody's Monday night. He works the two nights the bar has Hve music which are Monday's and 
Thursday's He praters to be -slammed" with business as opposed to not very many customers. He especially enjoys serving other bartenders. 
Student bartenders find money, 
social life pleasures of job 
■YROMCA 
Acc**«mor 
If a six o'clock in the evening. Classes are over and 
the school day is finished. You have no money in 
your pocket and tons of homework to do. One 
would think there was nothing to do but sit at home 
and do homework, but die downtown Richmond bar 
scene is calling your name and you cant ignore it... 
because if you do, you just might get fired from your 
job. 
Sarah Helton reported to work at 5:30 p.m. this 
past Monday. Helton, a 23-year-old senior wildlife 
management major from Corbin is a bartender at 
Madison Garden restaurant 
Other than rowdy drunks and dancing customers, 
Helton has no real complaints of her job. 
"When someone gets too drunk, well cut them 
off and try to get them a cab," Helton said. "And 
sometimes, people get up and dance on the bar. That 
gets pretty mundane." 
Another problem Helton has is having to work 
every weekend. This leaves me with no time for my 
hobbies like mountain biking and Whitewater kayak- 
SMve RUMfdKXVProgPMt 
Helton mixes vodka and orange juice for a customer. Serving them drinks 
and helping them get off the bar are some of her favorite things to do. 
ing." she said. These are things that 
one has to leave Richmond in order to 
do." 
Overall, Helton likes being a bar- 
tender and her job hasn't hurt her aca- 
demically. 
"I only work two or three nights a 
week and I only have three days of 
classes, so it hasn't caused my grades 
to suffer," she said. The only thing I 
lose is a little beauty rest, but that's 
OK." 
This is the first time Helton has 
bartended and she did not go to bar- 
tending school. But during her one- 
and-a-half years experience working 
at Madison Garden, she feels comfort- 
able behind the bar. 
"I get to meet a bunch of different 
people, and there's usually pretty 
good gossip that goes around the bar. 
The money is great, too." 
Helton had mostly positive things 
to say about being a bartender and 
hasn't been exposed to the 
unpleasant scenarios that could 
occur. 
"Luckily, I've never wit- 
nessed or been involved in a 
bar fight or anything like that," 
she said. 
Nathan Combs hasn't seen a 
bar fight either during his two 
years bartending at Woody's, 
but he does recall the time a 
customer came into the restau- 
rant and hit another customer 
with a martini glass. 
This guy just walked in, 
smashed the guy's head and 
walked out," said Combs, who 
is a 22-year-old junior music 
merchandising major from Clay 
City. "About six months later, 
the same guy came back in and 
hit someone over the head with 
a beer bottle, and then ran out 
the door like a big wuss. I think 
that guy must have had a prob- 
lem with glass." 
These pseudo fights are his 
most memorable stories of his 
bartending experience at 
Woody's restaurant 
He started out as a server, 
but realized there was more 
money to be made in bartend- 
ing. He didn't go to bartending school either and just 
learned as he went along. 
"Being a bartender means having money in your 
pocket every night you work," he said. "I enjoy talk- 
ing to people and being a guy. I get to flirt with a lot 
of girls. I like it when my buddies come in because 
they always tip really well. I especially like serving 
other bartenders or waiters because they tip well 
also. They know what you're 
   having to do." 
, , Combs gets frustrated when 
Being a bartender   business is slow. When there 
are no customers, he knows 
u 
means having 
money in your 
pocket every 
night you work. I 
enjoy talking to 
people and being 
a guy. I get to flirt 
with a lot of girls. 
—Nathan Combs 
22-year-old junior 
» 
there won't be a lot of money 
coming in either. 
There are dead nights when 
we're really slow, but I usually 
work on Monday and Thursday 
nights," he said. These are the 
nights we have live music and 
they are usually busy. I'd rather 
be slammed and know I'm mak- 
ing money." 
As far as being a student, 
Combs says he doesn't have 
many problems keeping up 
with his grades. 
"It gets tough around finals 
week, but in general, my grades 
haven't suffered because of 
(being a bartender)," he said. 
Combs admits that there are 
more elements to his job other 
than serving drinks and making small talk. There is 
always the issue of the customer who's too drunk to 
drive but doesn't want to leave. 
"We are told to start by being polite and get more 
aggressive if they retaliate," he said, "but if it gets 
too bad, we threaten them with calling the police. 
We aren't supposed to get physical with the people if 
it can be avoided." 
Jamie Gaddis, a 22-year-old senior public relations 
major from Barbourville, is a bartender at The 
Buddha Belly. She shares similar dislikes with 
Combs when it comes to some customers. 
"I dont like sloppy drunks." Gaddis said. This is 
a person who crosses the line of what not to do. 
They're no longer all about having fun; they want to 
get rude and crude with you." 
She says it also bothers her that there are some 
who don't want to go home. 
"We just tell them "You ain't gotta go home, but 
you can't stay here' and that usually works. 
Customers know what we expect out of them when 
they walk through the door, and that's how they 
know to behave." 
Gaddis, like Helton and Combs, did not go to bar- 
tending school. Her boss trained her. 
There's nothing wrong with bartending school, 
but it's better if you can just find someone experi- 
enced to train you," she said. 
She was first employed by The Buddha Belly to 
take cover charge and check IDs at the door but has 
been bartending since November 2001. 
"I like the atmosphere and meeting new people," 
Gaddis said. "You get to meet the poorest of the 
tot 
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Laughing with new people and getting tips Is what 
Helton likes most about her job at Madieon Garden. 
poor and the richest of the rich. You get to see then- 
personalities and hear their stories." 
Gaddis, who is scheduled to graduate in 
December, says she hasn't had problems with finish- 
ing her classes and working at the same time. 
"My boss realizes that I'm in school and that 
school comes first," Gaddis said. "It's important that 
your boss understands this if you become a bar- 
tender. My grades do not suffer. I only work a cou- 
ple of nights a week and we're out by 1 a.m. at the 
latest" 
Six o'clock has now turned to 1 a.m. You're 
tired and smell like alcohol. You dread reading those 
50 pages for your early class tomorrow. On your way 
out of the bar, you stick your hand down into the tip jar that all goes to you tonight. Helton. Combs and 
Gaddis all agree that the money in your pocket com- 
pensates for the not-so-great aspects of bartending 
and makes it easier to report to work the next day. 
Professional Bartending 
Schools of America 
There are many opportunities to go to 
Bartending School while working at another occu- 
pation. The Professional Bartending Schools of 
America offer classes from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Monday through Friday, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Monday 
through Friday and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday. 
Visit the Web site at www.pbsa.com for enrollment 
information and other locations mat are not includ- 
ed in the following list 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
1686 Blue Rock St., 45223 
513-541-3555 
Dayton, Ohio 
5607 N. Dixie Highway, 45414 
937-275-0966 
Knoxville, Tenn. 
8078 Kingston Pike Suite 122 37919 
865-693-6609 
Nashville, Tenn. 
2710 Old Lebanon Pike Suite 218 
37214 
615-885-5800 
i   ' 
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SEALs to discuss 
teamwork, honor 
BY GREG Virrrrow 
Whafs on Tap editor 
The war on terrorism has put 
U.S. Special Forces in the spot- 
light. Many Americans wonder 
what if s like to be part of one of 
these elite group*. 
Members of the United States 
Navy SEAL (sea, air and land) 
forces will speak, free of charge, 
at 7 p.m. April 16 at St. Mark 
Parish. 60S W. Main Street The 
event is open to the public. 
Chief Engineman Joel Phillips 
will join two other active SEALs to 
discuss honor, commitment, 
courage, teamwork and some of 
the opportunities mat that exist 
within the Navy. 
Teamwork is one of the keys to 
being a SEAL Phillips said. 
"Every drill, every exercise, 
everything you do centers around 
teamwork and being committed 
to making it through. For those 
that stay the course and graduate, 
then you are a team member, you 
are a team player and that's all 
you know," he said. 
The SEAL forces are noted for 
their intensive training require- 
ments that push both physical 
and mental limits. All SEALs must 
graduate from Basic Underwater 
Demolition SEAL training, a 
seven-month program designed 
to develop a candidate's mental 
and physical «*»«iin« and leader- 
ship skills. 
The values held by SEALs 
apply in the Navy and in the civil- 
ian world as well, Phillips said. 
"If you're committed to your 
company and you have those core 
values that the Navy pushes, 
those being honor, commitment 
and courage, you're going to be a 
better person and be more effec- 
tive, regardless of where you're 
at" 
Jim Sichko, a priest at St Mark 
Parish, invited the SEALs to bene- 
fit his high school youth group. 
He wants them to learn that 
everyone is called to serve in 
someway. 
"Whether it be as a priest, 
mother, husband, serviceman, 
trainer, garbage collector, 
etceteras, we are all called to 
serve," he said. 
TODAY 
Rascal Flatts will perform In 
Alumni Coliseum. $5 student 
tickets, $7 faculty/staff tick- 
ets and $10 general public 
tickets. Call 622-3855 for 
ticket information. 
FRIDAY 
8-11 a.m. 
-Richmond Mall Health Fair' in 
the Richmond Mall. Several 
health screenings will be pro- 
vided free of charge, including 
blood pressure and 
cnolestoral testing. 
SATURDAY 
lOajR. 
'Clays Ferry Road Cleanup Day.' 
Volunteer groups and individu- 
als are welcome. Meet at 
Circle H Parking Lot. 9079 Old 
Richmond Road. Call 622 
1644 for more information. 
SUNDAY 
• p.m. 
Free Sigma Tau Delta chili sup- 
per at the home of Dorothy 
and William Sutton. 115 
Southland Drive. 
The Evaaona' Jeff Evason looks toward his wife, Tessa, as she describes 
a photo held by Allison Henley, a junior biology teaching major from 
LouisvMe. The Evasons performed April 4 in fte Keen Johnson Building. 
MONDAY 
11:30 a.m. 
Celebration of Women luncheon 
In Rooms C and D of the 
Perkins building. Nominated 
women of EKU will be present- 
ed with certificates of 
acknowledgement. Fazoli's will 
cater. Tickets are $5 and are 
available in the housing office. 
8:45 p.m. 
Golden Key International Honour 
Society general meeting in the 
Jaggers Room of the Powell 
Building. Bowling social at 
Galaxy Bowling Center will fol- 
low. 
TUESDAY 
3:30 p.m. 
Robert Topmiller will discuss 
"The Challenge of Ethnic and 
Religious Minorities in 
Communist Vietnam" in Room 
108 of the library. 
8 p.m. 
EKU Dance Theater will present 
its spring 2002 concert in the 
Weaver Dance Studio. Student 
tickets are $4, non-student 
$6. 
8 p.m. 
Concert featuring the EKU 
Percussion Ensemble, Steel 
Band and African Drum 
Ensemble in Brock 
Auditorium. Student tickets 
are $2, adult tickets are $4. 
WEDNESDAY 
3:30 p.m. 
A "Celebration of Service* to rec- 
ognize the community service 
of EKU students with 
AmenCorps projects in the 
Kennamer Room of the Powell 
Building. Featured speaker is 
President Joanne Glasser. The 
event is sponsored by The 
AmenCorps Student Service 
Consortium Center. 
• e.m. 
EKU Dance Theater will present 
Its spring 2002 concert in the 
Weaver Dance Studio. Student 
admission is $4, non-student 
8 p.m. 
EKU Theatre will present "The 
Laramie Project" in Gifford 
Theatre. 
PATIO 
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'Laramie 
Project' 
breaks 
ground 
Play teaches society 
to accept diversity 
BY CECIL SMITH 
Arts&Stuff editor 
Matthew Shepard was killed 
because he was gay. His murder 
stirred emotions across America. 
Whether the emotion was hatred, 
pity, sorrow or confusion, few 
could deny the power and audaci- 
ty of the crime. 
Although Shepard was killed 
in 1998, his story still inspires 
people to retell it and open soci- 
ety's eyes to tolerance and 
respect. Shepard's story will be 
told in Gifford Theater next week 
when EKU Theatre presents "The 
Laramie Project" 
"Being college towns, Laramie. 
Wyoming and Richmond are very 
closely knit, and I feel we have a 
lot to learn from Laramie," 
Michelle Turk, an 18-year-old the- 
ater education major from 
Lexington said. Turk is one of the 
actresses in the production. 
Homer Tracy, an Eastern pro- 
fessor and the play's director, 
sees the play as an event that 
affects Eastern on many levels. 
His approach is audience interac- 
tive. The audience will sit on ris- 
ers surrounded by black walls. 
The actors perform in the cen- 
ter with the audience surround- 
ing them on three sides. In this 
manner, the audience can partici- 
pate in the drama and become, 
essentially, members of the 
Laramie population. 
"I wanted total audience 
involvement," Tracy explained. 
You need a small space so the 
audience becomes involved with 
the actors." 
The play was also adapted to 
the small screen by HBO. Tracy 
says the play runs parallel with 
the television version in every 
way. The play, in common terms, 
is a "docudrama" detailing 
Laramie's struggle with the mur- 
der through the memories of its 
people. 
Stave RicriardsorVProgrsss 
Buzz Comstlson, an Eastern alumnus, plays the governor of Wyoming 
addressing Whitney West, playing a reporter, in The Laramie Project." 
Four college-age interviewers 
documented over 400 hours of 
interviews in Laramie. They 
talked to Shepard's teachers, 
friends and fellow students about 
how he touched their lives and 
how his murder has forever 
branded the town of Laramie. 
"It shows the whole hate crime 
effect on a community, not just 
gays and lesbians," CJ Ratlin*, a 
20-year-old, psychology major, 
and Eastern Pride Alliance vice 
president said. 
In an interview with Spin mag- 
azine, Joshua Jackson, an actor in 
the HBO version, said "(the town) 
had to peel off the scabs of the 
worst years of their lives. Yet the 
experience was rewarding, but 
not joyful." 
As important an issue as the 
murder itself, the media's role in 
portraying Laramie is also dealt 
with in the production. As soon as 
reporters got wind of the murder, 
they swarmed Laramie by the 
hundreds. 
Overwhelmed by the excite- 
ment and attention, the residents 
of Laramie never got the chance 
to grieve or make sense of the 
murder. 
The media really sensational- 
ized it. The facts were not inter- 
esting. (The media) were like 
piranhas. They made Laramie 
look horrible. The town was 
known for the crime," Rose 
Coleman, a 27-year-old Eastern 
graduate and actress in the play 
said. 
"It's not so much that a gay 
person was killed, but that a per- 
son was killed uselessly. But the 
media and gay organizations 
made Shepard a martyr," Tracy 
said. 
As the play progresses, the 
characters seem to heal before 
the audience's very eyes. Just 
talking about the matter is a 
release. Eric Blankenship, a 20- 
year-old biology major from 
Pikeville. plays Jedadiah Schultz. 
Schultz is a young, aspiring actor 
in Laramie who is inspired by 
Shepard. 
Schultz first appears helpless 
to his parents' and society's 
beliefs. By the end of the play, 
Schultz is "reborn" and complete- 
ly aware of what the murder 
meant to his life and the town. 
"Jedadiah is very naive and 
innocent, and throughout the 
play, you watch him grow," 
Blankenship said about his char- 
acter. 
There were hate crimes and 
gay bashing before him, but his 
murder was the first step in stir- 
ring the U.S. government to take 
a stand against hate crimes. 
His martyrdom was the culmi- 
nation of everything happening in 
the world and it was not by his 
choosing.The media placed it 
upon him. The play makes that 
point very clear. 
"It escalated to a national level. 
So much so, that they made a play 
about it," Tracy said. 
The play begins at 8 p.m. April 
17 in Gifford Theater in the 
Campbell building. Tickets are $4 
for students and $5 for general 
admission. 
Ensemble drums up a storm 
BY Ctca. SMITH 
Arts&Stuff editor 
Nearly 20 students pounded 
out a Calypso beat resonating 
through the halls of the Foster 
building as Eastern's Percussion 
ensemble eagerly prepared for its 
April 16 concert 
It looks like you guys are hav- 
ing fun and that's the important 
part," Jason Koontz, director of 
Percussion studies, said to his 
students. 
Koontz has incorporated new 
elements to the ensemble over 
the years. Before he arrived, the 
group had little ethnic-based per- 
cussion. Koontz discovered some 
new instruments during the sum- 
mer of "96 in Accra, Ghana, locat- 
ed in western Africa, and during 
his doctorate studies in West 
Virginia with a professor from 
Ghana. 
"I've been able to bring in a lot 
of African drums to the ensemble 
for them to experiment with," 
Koontz said. 
One of the most interesting 
aspects of the percussion ensem- 
ble is the steel drums. After prac- 
tice ended, Koontz began to play 
an intricate pattern on the drums 
as his students watched in awe. 
The steel drums are most com- 
monly associated with Caribbean 
nations. The Steel Band will per- 
form Calypso, Soca and various 
Steve Richardson/Progress 
Troy Jones lays down a groove in percussion ensemble practice in prepa- 
ration tor the group's concert at 8 p.m. April 16 In Brock Auditorium 
other West Indian musical styles. 
The concert features guest 
artist Agoram Saravanan from 
Chennai, India. Saravanan will 
perform pieces with the ensemble 
and a solo piece on a drum called 
theThaviL 
This South Indian instrument 
is believed to be one of the most 
complex instruments to play. 
Saravanan started playing the 
instrument in high school, and 
now he plays to world wide audi- 
ences. 
"If s a very good opportunity. I 
love playing with the percussion 
ensemble," Saravanan said. 
The concert also includes 
pieces from domestic artists like 
Dave Hollinden. Pat Metheney, 
William Cahn and Ney Rosauro. 
The concert begins at 8 p.m. 
April 16 in Brock Auditorium. 
Tickets are $2 for students, $4 for 
adults and are available at the 
door. 
Accidents, nostalgia create artwork 
BY JENNIFER WHEELER 
Copy editor 
Last Sunday Eastern unveiled 
its annual Student Art Exhibition in 
the Giles Gallery, revealing the art 
department's finest student works. 
The gallery brimmed with 
approximately 80 pieces ranging 
from 3-D sculpture to photography. 
The art department presented 12 
awards and four scholarships, rec- 
ognizing student achievement. 
Arturo Sandoval, a renowned 
artist and professor at the 
University of Kentucky, judged 
most of the pieces. 
"My choices of the student 
entries were made on the unique 
qualities of each piece through my 
perception and viewpoint," he said 
via email. "Qualities included har- 
mony in design elements: use of 
color, composition, mastery of 
materials, craftsmanship, risk tak- 
ing, relevance of content or issue 
developed and beauty." 
"Over 200 hundred pieces were 
submitted into the show," said 
Jackie Petty, the president of the 
Art Student Association. "From 
those, a group of jurors narrowed it 
down to about 80 pieces, so it is an 
honor just to have a piece in the 
show." 
Petty was awarded an ASA Book 
and Supply award for her piece, 
"Vintage," featuring a brown vin- 
tage box containing old pho- 
tographs, playing cards and contain- 
ers that stir childhood nostalgia in 
Petty. 
"I meant for this piece to be 
interactive." she said, undoing the 
display set-up. She explained the 
box is supposed to start off closed 
and invite people to open it and 
rummage through the contents, 
picking up what appeals to them. 
"I don't like the 'don't touch, 
don't breathe' stigma that comes 
with some art." Petty said. This 
piece isn't meant to hurt your 
brain." 
Other works broke familiar 
stereotypes of art ASA 3-D award 
winner, senior Matt Trimble claims 
the crystalline red and purple glaze 
on his one-and-a-half foot ceramic 
bowl mixed purely by accident, 
rewarding him with a unique splat- 
ter of color dripping down the side 
of the piece. 
"I knew the bowl would be red 
and purple." he said, "but I had no 
idea they would mix like that when 
fired." 
Winner of the Dean's Award and 
a $400 Aeromount scholarship, 
senior 
Albert Webb presented his nar- 
rative oil paintings, "Chivalry 1-9,* 
which contain knight's armor with- 
out the shine. 
"I'm confused with (the painting) 
myself." Webb said. "It started with 
my interest in Medieval times and 
grew from there." 
The Student Art Exhibition will 
will run until April 25. For gallery 
hours call 622-8135. 
fnto Spring 
March 25th - May 4th 
NEED EXTRA CASH? 
Donate 2 times a week (Mon. - Sat.) from 
Biolife Plasma Services and receive a 
ticket to win a chance at some major 
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• 1 st place - $250.00 
•2nd place- $150.00 
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Bose searches for root of problems 
Who's That 
He can remember seeing ice 
blocks floating in the New York 
Harbor when he first moved to 
America. Pradeep Bose is origi- 
nally from the North Central 
Indian state of Bihar. He and his 
family moved to the United States 
in January of 1968 when he was 
13-years-old. 
Since his first visit, he has 
warmed up to the United States 
and enjoyed the educational and 
occupational opportunities here. 
Now be works as a staff physician 
at Health Services on campus 
His family moved here 
because his parents wanted him 
and his siblings to have an 
American education. 
"Most people don't realize how 
good an education in America is." 
Bose said. "It's highly sought 
after in other parts of the workt" 
In his educational path, he said 
he naturally went into the medical 
field. He said he followed in the 
footsteps of his grandparents and 
uncles, who were also doctors. 
"It was scary at first I had to 
get the confidence to handle prob- 
lems with patients," Bose said. 
He said he enjoyed his classes, 
but when it came to treating peo- 
ple, he was nervous at first, but 
learned from his colleagues. 
He attended college at 
Georgetown University and got 
his bachelor's in science under 
the pre-med track. He then 
earned his M.D. at the University 
Steva RchardsorvT'foorssi 
i looks through an opthaimoscopo to check eyes. Working at 
health services means having to olagnose al kinds of ailments. 
of Virginia, Charlottesville, in 
1980. He did his internship and 
residency at the Lancaster 
General Hospital in Pennsylvania. 
After college and his intern- 
ship, Bose worked for the Public 
Health Services, part of the 
National Health Service Corps, 
which paid his college tuition. He 
first worked in SahviDe. Va.. in the 
mountains. He was required to 
work there for three years, but 
stayed for five. 
"It was a different setting, out 
in the rural (area)," Bose said. 
"You're it. You have to take care 
of everybody, even the little kids." 
While in SahviDe, he worked in 
an out-patient facility where he 
did everything except obstetrics. 
In 1986. Bose got married and 
moved to Lexington because his 
wife, who studied molecular biolo- 
gy at Vanderbih. could not find a 
job. Bose started working for the 
Lexington clinic, where he stayed 
for seven years. 
He then started working for 
Toyota in industrial medicine, but 
was invited to interview at Eastern 
after working in occupational 
medicine in Georgetown for five 
After interviewing at Eastern, 
he was hired and has been work- 
ing here since 2000. He said be 
likes working here because his 
hours are more compatible with 
bis family's life. He was used to 
working different shifts, but ales 
working the same one: Monday 
through Friday. 
"If you catch people early in 
their life, you can maybe inter- 
vene with some advice that might 
keep them from developing bad 
habits." 
He said he enjoys working 
with the younger people and dif- 
ferent types of people at Eastern. 
He also likes the time his work 
schedule allows him to spend 
with his three children. 
"EKU has been a blessing 
because I get to spend time with 
(my family) in the evenings and 
on weekends. It's difficult to jug- 
gle obligations, but now I have a 
better opportunity to do that," 
Bose said. 
Bose has many different inter- 
ests. He enjoys artistic painting 
and doesn't mind painting rooms 
in houses. He also has a garden 
he likes to experiment with. 
"My wife will tell you I spend 
too much time gardening," Bose 
said. 
Bose likes to see what things 
will grow under different condi- 
tions, in different soils and is even 
experimenting with a microenvi- 
ronment by his house. 
Right now. he is also working 
on insulating roots with 
Styrofoem to see if they wil grow 
better in the winter and what the 
effects of summer wil have on the 
plant 
"Little things intrigue me." 
Bose said. "Even in the imslrst 
problems, you can learn a lot" 
Bose said he likes solving 
problems. Even when someone 
comes to health services with a 
sore throat, he likes ruling out 
certain problems and finding the 
exact cause of discomfort. 
Bose is also a big fan of music. 
He loves classical Indian, classical 
western and has learned to love 
country from living in an 
Appalachian setting. He said his 
sons are learning to play piano 
and violin, and that his daughter 
is too young to play an instru- 
ment but loves to dance. 
Bose also wants to be involved 
in a substance abuse committee 
on campus that would teach stu- 
dents about the dangers of drugs 
and alcohol He said he Ekes par- 
ticipating in events on campus 
that help educate students, such 
as health fairs. 
He is hoping to create better 
relations between students and 
health services on campus. He 
thinks better communication will 
help fill the immediate needs on 
campus. 
Bose said in 10 years, hopeful- 
ly, he will still be working at 
Eastern and expanding the field 
of communication between stu- 
dents and doctors. 
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ings. Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First Sunday Worship Service: 11 a.m. 
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m.. in and 6 p.m. 
Caswcaef Christ the Charch Parlor. Wednesday Service: 7 pjn. 
461 Tobtano (in Brookline Sub., off Adopt A Student Program: A great 
Goggiss Lane - West side 1-75) chance to have a home away from Uasiartas) UatrersaMst Frifowsaip 
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6 home' 209 SSJ George Street 
p.m. Cary Asbby, Campus Minister "Where religion and reason meet." 
Wednesday: 7 p.m. Adah service, youth program, and 
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924 First Lasted Methodist Church preschool care: Sunday morning al 
401 West Main St. 10:45. 
Basic opal QawWi of Oar Saris- Phone: 859-623-3580 Family Night: last Sunday of the 
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.) Worship Services: Sunday 8: IS a.m. month. 
Phone:859-623-1226 A 9-40 am A 11 a.m. For more information call 859-623- 
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 Sunday School: 9:40 a.m. 4614 or 859-626-9940. 
a.m. Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5: IS 
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m. p.m. (free to EKU students!) Westside Christian ( hurch 
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays. Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30 Bennington Ci (across from 
Noon, at Powell Grill p.m. and Message- 6 p.m. Arlington) 
Phone: 859-623-0382 
fcaith Created Assessor? of God Richmond Church of Christ Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. 
Now meeting at 918 Red House 713 W. Main St. Sunday Worship: I04S a.m. A 6 
Road on Miller's Landing. Phone: 859-623-8535 p.m. 
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. A Bible (lasses: Sunday 9 a.m. Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m. 
10:45 Worship: Sunday 10 a.m A 6 p.m. Transportation available 
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m. Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m. 
For rides or more information call Need a ride? Our van picks up at the Wake Oak Pond (Ttrirtian 
859-623-4639. Daniel Boone statue (EKU) IS min- (Disciples of Christ) 
While on campus, visit the Wesley utes prior to all our services. 1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins 
Foundation on Tuesday and Colonels for Christ meets in the Lane)                           ^§v 
Thursday evenings. MacGregor Hall basement lounge Phone: 859-623-6515 
the second Monday of each month Sunday Worship: 9 a. 8s, A f 1 a.m. 
First Alliance Church from 12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) A Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a m. 
1405 Barnes Mill Rd. the fourth Thursday of each month Sunday Schot* 10:15 a as. 
Phone: 859-624-9878 from 6-7 p.m. Might 1:07- a cootemporurv praise 
and worship sarrice. Sundjv s at 7 07 Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45 Kkhmond First Church of the P*                               LasfsfHsfl 
a.m A 6:30 p.m. Nazareae Monday "Pnwer liaperieoce": 5.30 
pat: Wednesday Dinner and atiMc Wednesday Night Youth A Prayer 136 Aspen Avenue 
Services: 7:00 p.m. Phone: 859-623-5510                  
—
- Study: 6pm                 , ^41 
For free transportation to Sunday 
morning services, call 859-624-9878. 
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m. 
Sunday evening: 6 p.m. 1                Wjr first Baptist Qrdi Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible Study.^■ 
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave. Youth. College A Career. I Inl lassfs 
Phone: 859-623-4028 Programs                                assswwSS* t 
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m. 
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m 
ft 6 p.m. 
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m. 
S.U.B.S.- 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center, sssssssssssswP-aT      M'                                                      ■"^»»*W 
Supper and Bible Study 
i ^^B 7 
THE AIR FORCE WANTS BOTH 
YOU AND YO JR NURSING 
CAREER TO  30 PLACES. 
Nursing in the Air Force: exciting, rewarding, the best. 
Best facilities, best benefits. Travel, training, advancement 
and 30 days ol vacation with pay, plus you may qualify for 
a $5,000 bonus. If you're a registered nurse. Air Force 
Nursing offers the best of everything 
To request additional information, call 
1-800-*23-USAF or visit a1rforce.com 
w 
*CE U.S. AIR FOR( 
CROSS   INTO THE  BlU* 
Griffin, editor 
OldSchool 
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Centerboard shows    U£<Jfa^5LX&R«w>P R O G R H ^ 
worth time, money   m^igu^^^^ 
It was 1997 
when I got my 
first taste of a 
campus concert 
at Eastern. I was 
a senior in high 
school then, but 
had got lucky 
enough to score 
tickets to see 
the Violent 
Femmes and 
■HH They Might Be 
Giants when 
they came to Alumni Coliseum. I 
remember piling into a car with 
five of my friends, doing the usual 
pre-concert ritual and then pro- 
ceeding to enjoy one of the 
coolest concerts I'd ever attended. 
My friends and I had spent the 
previous summer religiously lis- 
tening to the Violent Femmes 
debut self-titled album (featuring 
"Blister in the Sun") and They 
Might Be Giants' "Flood." so this 
concert was a dream come true 
for us. 
Complete with a conga line 
and gigantic puppet heads, the 
show was definitely unique, but 
my favorite aspect of it was how 
close I got to the stage. After the 
Giants had finished its set, my 
companions and I realized that 
there was no one on the left side 
of the stage, so we left our seats 
and ended up about 10 feet from 
the band - close enough to see 
the whites of lead singer Gordon 
Gano's eyes. 
That was my first taste of rock 
'n' roll. Eastern style. Two years 
later I found myself sitting in 
Brock Auditorium singing along 
with Dave Matthews when he vis- 
ited campus with guitarist Tim 
Reynolds. That was also a great 
show - except for the drunk guy 
in the audience who kept yelling 
for "Freebird." There's one in 
every audience, I guess. 
When I was Arts&Stuff editor 
last year. I learned that the orga- 
s>mm 
  
GAME Wl 
KrogreM mo pnofo 
Gordon Gano and the Violent 
Femmes performed here in 1997. 
nization responsible for putting on 
these shows is Centerboard. 
Through the years, it has brought 
many noteworthy bands, comedi- 
ans and other entertainment to 
campus like James Taylor, Toad 
the Wet Sprocket, George Jones, 
Alabama, The Wallflowers, 
Charlie Daniels Band. George 
Carlin and Carrot Top. 
With the Rascal Flails show 
coming up tonight, let us take a 
look back in time to 1982. when 
Centerboard brought disco 
favorite Kool and the Gang to 
campus. Though I'm sure some of 
you out there may be a little 
young to remember the Gang, 
you'd probably know a few of 
their songs if you heard them. 
"Jungle Boogie" and 
"Celebration" are among the most 
popular in their catalogue. 
Even if you can't make it to the 
Rascal Flatts concert, be on the 
lookout for future concerts spon- 
sored by Centerboard. The shows 
are always worth your time and 
money. 
[ Curtis Moeley. Kool and the Gang would appear 
onstage hungry, off key and nude. Nicknamed 'Mongo 
Slave' by the band and the road crew. Mosley has 
worked far a year behind the scenes at Kool and the Gang con- 
certs. 
Though he is officially in charge of wardrobe and backstage 
security, his pre-concert duties usually extend well beyond. This 
was quite evident as he prepared for their Richmond play date 
last Wednesday. 
With his ever-present portable cassette player and head- 
phones cranking out tunes from Kool and the Gang's latest 
album. Mosley moved efficiently through the pre-concert mania. 
"Organization is the key to not doing too much work," 
he said. 
After he was convinced that the Kool and the Gang fiber- 
optics sign was hung properly at the rear of the stage, he revert- 
ed back to the dressing room to ready it for the bands arrival. 
As be hung a costume in each locker, he explained that the 
band nicknamed him "Mongo Slave" because he was tough. 
The costumes from last week's performance were the 
white pants with black trim and 100 percent silk, black and 
white striped shirts. The shirts were designed in New York and 
one of the 10 differs slightly from the rest. Mosley explained 
that this is because they don't have 10 of the old style shirts left. 
Lead singer, J.T. Taylor wore the shirt with small black patches 
on the shoulders and a velcro closing front instead of buttons. 
"You bust your hump." declared Mosley as he steamed each 
of the costume wrinkle-free. "But, it ain't too bad. Got to have 
everything right," he added, almost to himself 
As Mosley began the long process of polishing 10 pairs of 
shoes, (opening band) Skyy's lead singer and another member 
of that band, tried to smuggle a couple of newfound lady-friends 
into their dressing room. They finally convinced a university 
official to let the girls in and the four disappeared into Skyy's 
dressing room. 
Jost as Mosley finished polishing a brown rim around the 
bottom of the last shoe, another roadie came in and announced 
that Kevin fell off the stage and hurt his back. Tough breaks." 
commented Mongo Slave. 
An hour and a half before the concert, the caterers arrived 
with a large tray filled with sandwiches, fruit salad and several 
large jars of juice. Not exactly the fare you would expect for a 
band of Kool and the Gang's stature. 
After the food was arranged on a makeshift table, the instru- 
ments arrived and were placed against the wall Between the 
food, the instruments, the piano and a crate for clothing, there 
was not a heck of a lot of space left in the dressing room. 
*—--_ 
i 
Progress Fits Photo 
m 1962. Kool and tie Gang performed at Alumni Coeseum. This 10 
man band wrote "Jungle Boogie" and "Celebration." While here, a 
Progress staffer profiled one the Gang's road crew. 
While Mosley was neatening up, Kool CTaylor) walked in to 
check out the progress. Other than brief spot checks, the actual 
band does not involve itself with the preparations. 
"More or less, they get pampered," said Mosley. But, he was 
quick to add, "It ain't no picnic up on stage. Fd rattier do what 
I'm doin' than what they're doin'." 
Convinced that all was on schedule, Kool left with the road 
manager to check the stage. Soon after, the two Skyy members 
and their guests walked out of their dressing room. The two 
girls had suajJUfetivyklleepisl grins. "Got 'em two more," said 
"I like young ladUple\M!Jiil£»sUfi young ladies," said 
Mosley. And traveling with Kool and the Gang is not the worst 
way to meet women. "Mostly they're askin' for a pass or where 
J.T. is," he said. On the other hand, even all the different women 
he meets gets tiresome. Really? 
"I like hamburgers too," he explained. "But you can only eat 
so many hamburgers before you get sick of them." 
Between hamburgers, women and fruit salad, Mosley said he 
will continue to work with the Gang. Eventually he said he    , 
wants to own a radio station. y' 
"I'm always ready to change. That's the key to success/^ 
claims Mosley. "I'm always lookm,' always cooldn'," he said. 
online this week 
Mw 
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life lessons... without the pain. 
earn from our mistakes. egrad.com 
Every one of us at eGrad has made quite 
a few mistakes We've botched interviews, 
run up enormous credit card bills, gotten 
hpped off in Tijuana, lived in squalid, 
overpriced apartments and broken up with 
wonderful people for terrible reasons Hey, 
one of us even got drunk and slept through 
graduation day 
And though we weren't much help to 
ourselves, we can be a tremendous help 
egrad 
to anyone looking to make a smooth 
transition out of college 
We've packed eGrad with tried-and-true 
advice on dealing with everything post- 
college life has to offer, special deals to 
make the transition a little easier on the 
wallet, message boards to exchange tips 
and questions with other grads, and a job 
Hypersearch to connect you to the perfect 
position 
YOUR GUIDE TO 
GRADUATION AND BEYOND 
h 
www.easternprogress.com 
'. 
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Total Act*** 
Women 
showing 
they can 
play ball 
Some people 
say women 
shouldn't play 
sports. Some 
people say 
women can't 
jump, can't 
shoot, can't 
pitch or cant 
hit. Some peo- 
ple say they 
can't stand to 
watch a 
women's sport      ^^^^^^^» 
because the games are just too 
boring. Well, if any of this is true, 
it sure isn't evident on this cam- 
pus. 
As I was doing a little research 
to write this column, an interest- 
ing piece of information jumped 
out at me. Our Softball team cur- 
rently has the same record as our 
women's basketball team had to 
end its season, 23-3. And our 
baseball team, at the time I am 
writing this, has the same record 
our men's basketball team had to 
end its season, 7-20. 
The women's basketball team 
finished the regular season as co- 
champions of the Ohio Valley 
Conference and the Softball team 
is well on its way to dominating 
the conference with a 9-1 OVC 
record. 
Whereas our men's basketball 
team, although showing improve- 
ment from last season's 1-15 con- 
ference mark, missed the OVC 
tournament once again by posting 
a last place conference standing 
with a 3-13 record. The baseball 
team currently sits at 4-5 in the 
conference after dropping two of 
three at home to conference lead- 
ing Southeast Missouri State. 
The women's basketball team 
just completed the most success- 
ful season in history by advancing 
to the second round of the 
Women's National Invitational 
Tournament. And I would venture 
to say that if the men's team did 
that the buzz would still be felt all 
over campus. We might have 
even taken to the streets like the 
Maryland fans did after their 
NCAA title last week. The softball 
team went 41-17 last season while 
the baseball team struggled to a 
25-31 record. 
So yeah, it's pretty fair to say 
women have dominated sports at 
Eastern. With players like 
Charlotte Sizemore, Zoey Artist. 
Katie Kelly, Jonelle Csora, Amy 
Herrington and Elise Burch win- 
ning award after award. I would 
also say that people are starting to 
take notice. 
Maybe these myths are true or 
maybe they're not. Or maybe our 
women's programs are just better 
than the others in the conference 
and our men's are not. It may be 
true that women's sports are on a 
low profile around the globe, but 
on this campus, the women are 
forcing people to take notice. 
Jordan out for year 
It was sad to hear that Michael 
Jordan was going to miss the rest 
of the NBA season because of a 
knee injury, but his play this sea- 
son made the news a little easier 
to take. 
Many people including myself 
were skeptical when Jordan decid- 
ed to resume his playing career at 
age 38 after going out the way 
every athlete dreams of: hitting 
the game winner in the NBA 
finals to give the Bulk and Jordan 
their seventh championship of the 
90s. 
But as usual. Jordan seemed to 
quiet all his doubters. At times 
this season when he was healthy, 
Jordan was the best player on the 
court every game. But as the sea- 
son began to hit the stretch run, 
his body just gave out. Now the 
question is will he return next 
season or won't he? 
My gut feeling is that he will. If 
he is able to rehab his knee and 
get his body in shape to play an 
82 game season, Jordan will make 
his final season one of his best. 
The man's competitive edge and 
desire to win is unmatched by any 
athlete in history. I guess that s 
why he is the best. 
Jordan will be 40-years-old 
midway through next season. But 
age doesn't seem to be a factor if 
his body can hold up through the 
wear and tear of the season. The 
man's ego and desire will carry 
him if his legs will do the same. 
No, he definitely will not win 
. another championship with the 
Wizards, but he did make them a 
better team by coming back. 
Women playing in the Hood 
Softball runs home record to 
6-0 at Hood field vs. Morehead 
BY LEE CASWELL 
Sports writer 
The Eastern Kentucky 
University softball team had a 
busy weekend last week. The 
Colonels faced Morehead State in 
a double header at Eastern on 
Thursday and took a road trip to 
Cookville, Tenn., to face 
Tennessee Tech on Saturday and 
Sunday. 
Eastern swept Morehead State 
on Thursday to improve its 
record to 21-7. In the first game 
Elise Burch got the scoring start- 
ed for the Colonels in the third 
inning by hitting a double and 
bringing Jennifer Christiansen 
and Diana Barreras in to score. 
In the sixth inning the Eagles 
cut the deficit in half when Nikki 
Brock hit a one run homer to 
bring the score 2-1. 
Eastern's Bethany Herrington 
quickly answered back with a 
three run homer of her own in 
the bottom of the sixth knocking 
in Ashley Totten and Amy Wells. 
This brought the score to 5-1, 
which remained for the rest of 
tile game. 
Jonelle Csora pitched a com- 
plete game and picked up her 
12th win of the year. Kelli 
Bromley went two for three to 
lead the Colonels batting. 
In the second game. Eastern 
quickly fell behind 5-2. Eastern 
went on to rally back in the third 
inning by scoring eight runs to 
make the score 10-5. 
Amy Herrington hit a three- 
run-homer, and Elise Burch 
cleared the bases on a double to 
a  
We're still pleased 
with where we are 
sitting in the con- 
ference though. 
—Jane Worthington 
Softball coach 
» 
deep right field. In the next 
inning Eastern quickly put up 
three more runs to make it final, 
courtesy of the eight run rule 13- 
5. 
Eastern put out an incredible 
18 hits in the game. "It was a 
team effort," head coach Jane 
Worthington said. Diana Barreras 
was perfect at the plate going 
four for four. Elise Burch, 
Jennifer Norris, Jonelle Csora, 
Amy Herrington, Kelli Bromley 
and Jennifer Christiansen all 
recorded two apiece in the win. 
When asked how she felt 
about the conference sweep, 
Worthington replied, "It's good to 
sweep anybody, but we need to 
keep sweeping teams if we want 
to win the OVC". 
Saturday the Colonels faced 
the defending OVC champions 
Tennessee Tech. Diana Barreras 
got the scoring started by dou- 
bling to bring in Jennifer 
Christiansen from first base in 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Jessica Soto hurls a pitch in Thursday's win vs. Morehead State at Hood 
Field. Soto pitched two and two-thirds innings in the win. 
the third inning. TTU would 
come right back to tie it up mak- 
ing the game 1-1. 
The score would remain that 
way until the top of the sixth 
inning when Megan Mills would 
score Amy Wells on a single to 
centerfield to win game 2-1. 
Jonelle Csora pitched the com- 
plete game for the Colonels and 
recorded 13 strikeouts in the 
game while only allowing three 
hits. Csora would also go on to 
pitch the next game for the 
Colonels. 
Csora pitched her second 
complete game of the day and 
recorded five strikeouts, allowing 
five hits in the shutout. "She was 
throwing just as hard in the sev- 
enth inning of the second game 
as she was the first inning of the 
first game, so I decided to stick 
with her," said Worthington of 
Csora. 
Eastern scored its first run of 
the 2-0 victory, courtesy of a Kelli 
Bromley sacrifice fly that scored 
Amy Herrington. Elise Burch was 
hit by a pitch with the bases 
loaded, which brought home 
Bromley from third base to 
account for the second run. With 
the win, Eastern remained unde- 
feated in conference play on the 
season at 9-0. 
On Sunday the Colonels faced 
the Golden Eagles for the third 
and final game of the series. 
Eastern started the game off in 
the hole as TTU took an early 1-0 
lead. Eastern's Bethany 
Herrington quickly tied it back up 
for the Colonels by hitting her 
fifth home run of the year to 
make it 1-1. 
TTU answered right back by 
scoring seven runs over the next 
two innings. Starting pitcher 
Ashley Schenck and relief pitcher 
Jessica Soto were both pulled by 
Worthington. "Jessica just wasn't 
herself. She just didn't have what 
she usually has," said 
Worthington. 
Freshman Beth Conner came 
in to end the pitching troubles for 
the Colonels by putting a stop to 
the hitting spree and retiring 
every batter she faced. 
Eastern was unable to over- 
come the deficit and fell to TTU 
8-3. The loss brought Eastern's 
conference record to 9-1. The 
loss also ended Eastern's twelve 
game winning streak. "We got 
some hits but we just didn't push 
any runs across the plate," said 
Worthington of the loss. "We're 
still pleased with where we're sit- 
ting in the conference though." 
Next horn* game 
1:2 p.m. Tuesday 
Hood field 
V«TM»: Kentucky 
Jonelle Csora in a league of 
her own on the softball field 
BY LEE CASWELL 
Kevin MarbrvProgres* 
Jonelle Csora warming up before her start against Morehead State 
Thursday at Hood field. Csora was named OVC pitcher of the week for the 
fourth time this season and player of the week for the first on Monday. 
Sports writer 
The softball team is on a roll 
this year. Eastern has an impres- 
sive overall record of 23-8 and is 
9-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
A major reason for their suc- 
cess is the play of junior Jonelle 
Csora. Csora was named OVC 
pitcher of the week for the fourth 
time this year on Monday. 
So far this year Csora has 
pitched in 140.2 innings. In those 
140.2 innings, Csora has recorded 
162 strikeouts and posted a 1.00 
ERA 
What is her secret to success? 
"I don't know. I just throw as hard 
as I can every pitch and concen- 
trate on every one of them." Csora 
said. 
Csora grew up in Massillon, 
Ohio, and started playing softball 
at age seven. 
"I started playing when I was 
about seven, but I didn't start get- 
ting serious about softball until I 
was about 12," Csora said. "My 
dad got me started, and my family 
is still behind me 100 percent" 
Coach Jane Worthington found 
out about the pitching prowess of 
Csora through a former teammate 
of hers who was playing for 
Eastern. 
"I went down to watch a game, 
but it was rained out so I ended 
up watching her practice. She 
really impressed me not only with 
her skill but also with her atti- 
tude." Worthington said. "I didn't 
know I was getting the quality she 
has now when I recruited her." 
Csora has progressed and 
grown as a player steadily since 
she arrived here at Eastern three 
years ago. 
"When I came here* 1 thought I 
threw hard, but I think I throw so 
much harder now. From my 
freshman to my sophomore year 
was a huge improvement, and 
from sophomore to junior year I 
improved even more," Csora said. 
Csora says her most gratifying 
experience so far here at Eastern 
is being named first team OVC 
last year but hopes that will soon 
be replaced by the team winning 
the OVC this year. 
"Jonelle is a big part of this 
team. I think everyone would say 
that," said Worthington. "She 
gives 100 percent every time and 
even on her bad days, she does a 
good job." Anyone who pitches as 
often as Csora should be allowed 
to have a bad day every once in a 
while." 
Just last week alone, Jonelle 
pitched three complete games for 
the Colonels and allowed only two 
earned runs in 23.1 innings. 
All that pitching can put a 
strain on anyone's arm, but it 
doesn't seem to affect Csora the 
way it does others. 
"I ice my arm down after every 
game whether it hurts or not," 
Csora said. 
Hopefully, Csora will remain 
healthy so she can play out the 
remainder of the masterful season 
she has put together thus far. She 
also bears a leadership role on the 
team being one of its four cap- 
tains. 
"I'm just a loud and vocal per- 
son. That's my personality," Csora 
said. 
"She's just a great kid," 
Worthington said. "She doesn't 
just care about her own record; 
she cares about the team's 
record." 
"I hope we win the OVC out- 
right so we can host the tourna- 
ment here, and then I see a lot of 
good things happening for us," 
Csora said. 
Csora is currently 15-4 and the 
team is 23-8 on the season and 
both parties hope to improve 
those records in the 10 games 
they have left. 
"If things keep going the way 
they're going for her, there's no 
reason why she shouldn't get 
OVC Pitcher of the Year." 
Worthington said. 
EKU Lady Colonel Classic 
tees off today at Arlington 
BY COHEY HALL 
Sports editor 
The women's golf team has 
been on the road for four 
straight tournaments but they 
get to stay home today when the 
EKU Lady Colonel Classic 
begins at Arlington golf course. 
The three-day tournament 
begins at 9 a.m. and runs 
through Saturday. 14 other 
teams will join the Colonels in 
the tournament with OVC teams 
Austin Peay, Murray State and 
Tennessee Tech included. 
Other teams in the tourna- 
ment are Ball State. Butler, 
Indiana University Purdue 
University Indianapolis. 
Lipscomb, Oakland, Toledo, UT- 
PanAm, Xavier. Youngstown 
State, Western Carolina and 
Western Kentucky. 
Participating in the event for 
the Colonels will be Jennifer 
Sullivan. Brittany Rodgers, Leah 
Larkin, Kelli Wilson and 
Brittainy Klein. 
The team is coming off a 
sixth-place finish in last week's 
Fighting Camel Classic at 
Campbell University. Sullivan 
was the top-finishing player on 
the squad, finishing the tourna- 
ment tied for ninth with a two- 
day score of 159. Klein finished 
24th with a score of 168, Larkin 
finished tied for 27th with a 
score of 171 and Wilson finished 
34th with a 177. 
Coach Joni Stephens expects 
a very competitive tournament 
with several teams in contention 
for the win. 
"I expect Austin Peay, 
Murray, Toledo, Western 
Carolina and Western Kentucky 
to be the main teams we have to 
watch," Stephens said. "There 
are some other teams that are 
capable of sneaking up. We have 
some very good teams playing in 
this tournament." 
Stephens is looking for big 
things from her lone senior 
Wilson who has struggled in 
recent tournaments. She also 
expects big things out of Sullivan 
and the others on the par 72 
course. 
"I really expect Kelli Wilson 
to play well because she is a 
senior," Stephens said. "Sullivan 
has been playing very well in 
recent tournaments so I expect 
her to contend. Overall, all five 
of our girls have the capability of 
shooting under 80." 
After being on the road for so 
long, Stephens sees the home 
course as something her squad 
could take advantage off. 
"This course plays long to 
women," Stephens said. "There 
are some holes that have trouble 
on them if you don't know where 
to go. The key to scoring well 
here is going to be what happens 
on the greens. I think that 
should play into our advantage 
because we know these greens 
very well." 
St»v« Richardeop/Proorew 
Leah Larkin practices her putting Tuesday at Arlington golf course. Larkin 
wiH be one of five players participating in the tournament. 
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Men vs. women coaches, 
the debate wages on daily 
#    s8 Hair cuts 
Coach Larry Inman feels male 
discrimination could be 
possible while selecting 
BY CASSOMMA KMSY 
Asamtar* aports aoVfcv 
Men and women have been 
butting beads for some time now. 
With the increasing emergence of 
women into the male-dominated 
world of athletics — one expected 
no different 
When University of 
Connecticut women's head bas- 
ketball coach Geno Auriemma 
won this year's NCAA 
Tournament, he stepped up and 
publicly accused the selection 
committee of stacking all the 
teams coached by men together. 
This he claimed, would give a 
woman coach a better chance of 
winning. Most were not sur- 
prised. 
Each year about a third of the 
teams invited to the NCAA 
Tournament are coached by men. 
Auriemma and other male 
coaches claim is that instead of 
being assigned evenly to the four 
regional brackets, the best teams 
were being stuffed into the same 
bracket. This meant that the 
teams had to play and eliminate 
one another before advancing to 
the Final Four, giving a woman 
coach a better chance of winning. 
The testosterone began flow- 
ing angrily in 1999, when the top 
four seeds in the Mideast 
Regional were coached by men, 
and extended to 2001 where the 
top three seeds in the East Region 
were inhabited by male coaches. 
Also, in 1996 and 97, Georgia 
and Connecticut, both coached by 
men, made die final four. In the 
five years since, the selection 
committee has placed the teams 
in the same region four times. 
Coaches, like Auriemma, feel 
that this is the selection commit- 
tee's way of guaranteeing that 
three teams in the Final Four will 
be coached by women. 
a  
Whether if s male 
or female, I don't 
think mat dis- 
crimination 
should happen. 
—Larry Inman 
Woman's basketball coach 
99 
Was it merely coincidence that 
the committee placed these teams 
together or is women's college 
basketball really out to get the 
male coaches as some chum? 
ESPN sportscaster Robin 
Roberts says the accusations are 
not true. 
"Gene's accusations are totally 
bogus," Roberts said when she 
spoke on campus Monday. 
There is no way the NCAA selec- 
tion committee tried to stack the 
men against each other, and as 
soon as we have women coaching 
men, then we will bring up the 
argument if you want to talk about 
discrimination and the fact that 
they think they are being bullied 
on." Roberts added. 
Other sports figures, however, 
are not so sure. 
Eastern's head coach Larry Joe 
Inman, co-champion of regular 
season OVC play, was one of the 
male coaches that sat glued to the 
television when the NCAA selec- 
tion committee announced the 
lineup. 
As the last school name was 
called, however, Inman found to 
his disappointment, that his 
Colonels would not be dancing for 
the 2001-02 season. 
Mai vs Women coaches in OVC 
Here's how the 
teams fared in 
men and women coaches for the women's 
the 2001-2002 season. 
* 
Austin Peay-Head coach Susie Gardner 
17-14 overall and 10-6 in the OVC 
A Castrre Kentucky-Head coach Larry Joe Inman 22-6 overall and 14-2 in the OVC 
* 
Monahean State-Head coach Laura Litter 
10-9 overall and 5-11 in the OVC 
'& 
Murray State-Head coach Eddie Fields 
7-21 overall and 5-11 in the OVC 
& 
Southeast Missouri-Head coach Ed Arnzen 
14-13 overall and 9-7 hi the OVC 
"&H lenaeisee Mama-Head coaches Gary A Kim Van Ana 13-16 overall and 6-10 in the OVC 
■& 
Tennessee State-Head coach Valencia Jordan 
8-19 overall and 5-11 in the OVC 
& 
Tennessee Tech-Head coach Bill Worrell 
24-6 overall and 15-1 in the OVC 
• Woman Coaches - 4. Men Coaches - 5 
Eun- Young You/Progress 
lii'nic KKV stI ti 
0 
0 
Mon. - Fn. 8 am -6pm. Sat   8 am - 3 p.it 
TTiree barbrrt to tent you! 
Big Hill Barber Shop 
447 Big HiH Ave.(across trom Bank One) 
623-0020 
The big question is whether 
Inman was discriminated against 
"Whether it's male or female, I 
don't think that discrimination 
should happen," Inman said. "I 
can't say whether it is happening 
in the NCAA or whether it isn't, 
but I certainly hope that it is not 
because it would be a tremendous 
bias, unethical and a very unfair 
thing to do to a group of kids — 
whether they are coached by a 
male coach or a female coach." 
Inman admitted, however, that 
it is possible. 
"I think that it is a possibility 
that either could have happened, 
but I don't want to get into offend- 
ing people and being judgmental- 
Others, like Eastern's assistant 
coaches Curtis Metten and 
Chrissy Roberts, say the issues 
surrounding women and men in 
sports are never going to be 
solved. 
"I don't think that this problem 
will ever be solved." Metten said. 
I think people just get caught up 
in these issues too much, but I 
guess everybody's got to have 
something to complain about," 
Metten added. 
Assistant coach Roberts agrees 
that people get caught up in the 
men/women issues too often and 
therefore prefers to stay out of the 
whole conversation. 
"I have never really sat down 
and thought about these issues," 
Roberts said. "They are just some 
things that I don't care about and 
have no opinion of." 
With the latest accusations 
against the women's committee, 
many male coaches that did not 
get into the NCAA are left with an 
unsettling question — "Could I 
have been discriminated against?" Tues - Fri 10 to 6. Open Saturdays 
Sponsored By: The Substance Abuse Committee and the Office of 
Student Development 
WIN $500 
Wed. April 17 
8:00 p.m., Ferrell Rm 
Interactive Quiz Show 
J 
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Baseball 
still in 
OVC 
title hunt 
wrOOflfYrWi 
Sports 
Win the ones that count That 
must be the motto of this season's 
baseball team as it continues to 
remain alive in the conference 
race with a 4-5 mark. But a 3-15 
non-conference record » putting a 
damper on its overall record. 
The Colonels record stands at 
7-20 after this weekend's series 
against conference foe Southeast 
Missouri State and a non-confer- 
ence battle against Kentucky last 
Wednesday. 
Against Kentucky, Eastern 
starter Scott Santa got roughed 
up for four runs in the second 
inning and two more in the third 
to send the Colonels to their 18th 
loss of the season. 134. 
Santa sat down the Wildcats in 
order in the first, but ran into 
trouble in the second when he 
waked Robert Newton to lead off 
the inning. Seth Morris followed 
with a single, and then Mike 
Ferris delivered the big blow by 
smacking a three-run homer over 
the right centerfield wall. The 
damage would continue as Cory 
Hahn followed Ferris' blast with a 
homer of his own to make it 4-0 
after the second inning. 
"In the UK game we basically 
came in and gave up four runs on 
two homers," coach Elvis 
Dominguez said. "We had two 
bad innings and it just snowballed 
from there. Against a dub as tal- 
ented as UK, we cant do that" 
Aaron Williams and Clark led 
the Colonels at the plate, each 
recording two hits apiece. The 
Colonels committed four errors in 
the game that led to several scor- 
ing opportunities for the Wildcats. 
"Errors are a part of the game." 
Dominguez said. The errors we 
are making are coming at bad 
times. If s not a matter of bad fun 
damentals; we're just making 
them at inopportune times." 
The Colonels got back into 
conference action last weekend 
against Southeast 
Stsv* Rchatdson/PrograM 
Nal Satan chases down a runner Saturday 
Missouri State at Turkey Hughes Field. 
when SEMO came to town lead- 
ing the conference standings. The 
two teams played a doubieheader 
on Saturday and finished the 
series with a single game on 
Sunday. 
In the first game of the double- 
header, the Colonels fen behind 1- 
0 carry. but tied the game in the 
third when Johnny King reached 
on a amgfe and later scored on an 
error by the SEMO catcher. 
SEMO answered back with 
vengeance as the Indians put a 
two spot on the scoreboard in the 
fourth, fifth and sixth inning. 
Eastern put up two runs in the 
fifth on three straight singles and 
put up one more in the sixth, but 
fell short by a 7-4 margin. 
The second game was an all 
out pitchers duel as Eastern's 
Chip Albright and SEMO's 
Brandon Smith each went the dis- 
tance. 
Albright made the only mis- 
take by either pitcher in the third. 
He allowed a double to lead off 
the inning to David Lawson and 
balked him to third. Denver 
Stuckey followed with a double of 
his own and he would later score 
on a single in the inning. 
Those would be the only runs 
scored by either team on the day 
as Smith carried a no-hitter into 
the seventh until Adam Crowder 
singled to give the Colonels their 
lone tut of the game. 
Crowder was caught stealing 
and Smith got the next two hitters 
out to preserve the two run advan- 
tage, sending SEMO to a double- 
header sweep 2-0. 
Albright took the loss despite 
having his best pitching perfor- 
mance of the season. He tossed 
seven innings, giving up two runs 
on six hits and struck out five 
Indian hitters. 
Things weren't looking good 
for the Colonels in the series 
finale on Sunday as they found 
themselves down 6-3 in the fifth 
after SEMO put up a five spot in 
the inning. 
The Colonels would answer 
with a furious rally in the fifth, 
putting up six runs, capped off by 
a Clark three-run homer to propel 
Eastern to a 9-6 win to end the 
weekend series. 
"It was big to salvage this 
series with a win," Dominguez 
said. "Even the game we lost 2-0 
was a great college baseball 
game. Even though we lost, we 
still played well. We are in the 
middle of the pack in the confer- 
ence right now, so every game we 
can win helps." 
Sellers recorded three hits in 
the game, making this his 13th 
multi-hit game of the season. 
Scott Goetz got the win in relief, 
upping his record to 3-3 on the 
year. Goetz pitched four and two 
thirds innings, giving up two runs 
on just three hits. 
"Sellers had a great week for 
us," Dominguez said. "He works 
very hard at what he does to get 
the most out of his ability." 
Sophomores Sellers, Chris 
Grynaviski and Josh Anderson 
lead the team in hitting mid-way 
through the season. 
"Early on, a lot was expected of 
them," Dominguez said. They 
are really starting strong now and 
it is going to pay off for us in the 
future." 
► Sports Briefs 
Comptfod by Ca—onora Mrby 
Csora OVC player and 
pitcher of the week 
Eastern junior pitcher JoaeDe 
Csora was named Ohio Valley 
Conference softball Player and 
Pitcher of the Week Monday 
because of last week's perfor- 
mances. Csora. who has received 
the OVC pitcher of the week 
award four times this season, was 
honored with the OVC Player of 
the Week award for the first time 
this year. 
Csora went 4-0 last week, 
pitching three complete games 
and allowing only two earned 
runs in 23.1 innings. She also 
struck out 28 batters and gave up just 14 hits while walking only 
three. She has now won her last 
nine decisions and stands 15-4 on 
the year with a 1.00 ERA 
Track Teams place 
fourth at Louisville 
Eastern's men and women's 
track teams placed fourth at the 
Cardinal Challenge hosted by the 
University of Louisville. 
Final team standings in the 
women's meet were Louisville, 
190; Cincinnati. 166; Marquette, 
153; Eastern Kentucky, 97; and 
Western Kentucky. 5L 
Final team standings in the 
men's meet were Miami of Ohio, 
144; Cincinnati, 143; Louisville, 
90; Eastern Kentucky. 83; 
Western Kentucky, 68; and 
Marquette. 56 
Men's golf second and 
fourth in tourneys 
Eastern's men's golf team did 
nt go up or down in the standings 
with Saturday's final round team 
score of 296. They remained in a 
tie for fourth place at the Marshall 
University Invitational. 
Sophomore Josh Crutcher tied 
for seventh in the final individual 
standings with a six-over par 219. 
The team traveled te Nashville, 
Term., to compete in the Belmont 
Invitational and left only one 
stroke behind Austin Peay for the 
tournament victory. 
The Colonels finished in sec- 
ond place in the l&team field with 
a two day score of 878. Brad 
Morris and Drew Alexander led 
the way for the Colonels with a 
two day score of 217. 
New 
Units 
rr* 
Fort Knox Mini Storage 
EKU Student Summer 
Storage Specials 
AstowasojgQ   QQ 
for the entire summer break. 
Call now to reserve your 
personal mini storage space. 
623-5201 8 blocks from EKU Campus 
Z&intn$   Cytrvuu End 
Lor  une. Sertiester 
Food Court 
r Sbecial Dealsat 
each Ideation jintil the 
End of the Semester! 
City-   asast. 
Shocking 
Price Reductions... 
At the 
EKU 
Bookstore 
Center of Campos 
KetaJobMaBrildiag 
{S5§)«2-2$H 
VWt t» oavlbe &ttr.//*m.bk*iort.com 
